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25th Anniversary Symposiurn on Frontiers in Condensed Matter Physics

It was a rare intellectual feast on dl
two days of the "25th Anniversary
Symposium on Frontiers in Condensed
Matter Physics" of the International
Centre fu Theoretical Physics [CTP)
held on 10-11 July 1992 n the ldain
Lecnre Hall of the ICTP in Trieste, Italy.

Apart from an ornamental session at
the start, the rest on the dgenda comprised
presentations on "Frontiers in
Condensed Matter Physics".

In the galaxy of scientists, one could
easily spot nvo Nobel lanreates from
abroad, Prof. J.R. Schrieffer and hof.
K.A. Mtiller, the 3rd being the host,
Professor AMus Salam, Director of the
ICIP and President of TWAS.

Professor J.R.. Schrieffer had come
from the Department of Physics,
University of Florida, USA. The subject
of his presentation was "Anomalous long
period exchange oscillations in magnetic

multilayers".
Prof. Karl A. Miiller, IBM Zurich

Research Laboratory, Switzerland, gave
his presentation "On the exis@nce of a
coherent quantum paraelectric state in
SrTiO, — A Sherlock Holmes Story".

Professor John Ziman, ex Chairman,
Advisory Committee of the Condensed
l a n e r Physics Programme of the ICTP,
presented his keynote paper on "A neural
net model of innovation". The latest
experimental results from the general
public discourse on science and
technology is based almost exclusively
on the linear model. Other ways of
viewing the situation are explored by
'unpacking' more dimensions,
infoducing a '&partment store' model
and knowledge domains in cognitive
space, and ending up with a neural net
model which allows for 'learning' to take
place mrrch as in the human brain. This

simplistic investigation cannot be a guide
for policy-makers but might throw light
on certain ptzzling features of
contemporary R&D instiutions.

The opening session was graced by
Professor Abdus Salam, Director of the
ICTP and President of TWAS. In his
inaugural address he said, "It is a great
pleasure for me to open this symposium
to celebrate the 25th anniversary of the
Condensed lvlatter Physics Prqgramme
at the Centre. As you krpw, lhe Cenre
was established in 1964 with the
programme on Nuclear and Particle
Physics. Substantial effort was made by
Prof. Paolo Budinich and Prof. Ziman in
1967 to open the programme on
Condensed MaEer Physics, flrstly as a
Winter College, followed by a Summer
Workshop in 1970 with the initiative of
Prof. Stig Lundqvist".

Lastly Professor AMus Salam said.
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"The Condensed Matter Physics
Programme of ttre Centne has been very
successful, so successful that it is the
most $rccessful programme in the whole
European Community. It has had several
ramifications, a number of branches
which have grown out of the first
prcgramlne and which have been very
successful, like the Technology Cenre
which is becoming High Technology —
this is becoming a whole new activity as
a cenre and I hope that it will ftourish in
the International Centre for Science and
that it will give rise to 20 new oentres
which we are planning in the developing
countries themselves".

Professor Stig Lundqvis, Chairman
of the Scientific Council of the ICTP and
Chairman of the Condensed Matoer
Physics Programme, also described tpw
the Condensed Matter Physics
Programme came inlo the mainsream of
the path and its success during the last 25
years. He said it is really the success of
Prof. Abdus Salam and Prof. John Ziman
who had ttre initiative to uganize ttris
project and later on canre up with a
committee. Originally the committee
consisted of Prof. Federico Garcfa-
Moliner, Prof. G. Chiarotti, later Prof.
Norman March joined it. While
everybody was thinking of a next college
in 1970 Professor AMus Salam came
with a new idea !o set up a summer
workshop and make this into a
continuous programme. The man to lead
that was of course John Ziman.

"How we can start a three-month
workshop with participants from the
Third Vforld. That was something we are
alking at)out", said Prof. Lundqvist.

"John had a lougher attiMe. He ttrought
we will write to thern a long list of
problems that they should solve while
they are trcre. In 1970 the Spring Seminar
was a srrccess and many known scientists
like Prof. Toyozawa and hof. lvlatsubara
from Japan attended it. The thing
changed dramatically around the mid
'70s when Prof. Erio Tosaci and Prof.
Mario Tosi accepted full-time positions
here in Triesle, respectively from SISSA
and Trieste University. Then we got a
stable research group and a stable
research activity throughout the year and
that was a major slop towards the present
situation. That added more programmes,
mme visitors, more symposia etc. In that
wayitwentonintothe'80sandinthemid
'80s we needed more money and more

space so we rented the Hotel Adriatico
for a long time and we still have it".

"Another thing we started at that time
was a series of conferences that is call€d
the Adriatico Research Conferences
which were mt only meant for solid state
physics, but also on other related topics.
In ttrose conferences the participation
from the Third World countries
unfortunately has been fairly low".

"To improve the situation, the
Cornmiuee had decided to hire a firll-
time scientist, which was done through
Vienna, and that was Prof. Yu Lu. He
played the key role of running the entire
programme and also he$ formulating
new activities through his personal
contacts throughout the world. Also we
hired Prof. Hilda Cerdeira from Brazil on
a full-time basis and Prof. Tosaci and
kof. Mario Tosi as consultants which
gave a tremendous strength in making the

Condensed Matter Programme a
success".

Prof. Lundqvist narrated the later
'80s activities e.g.: confererrces, @urses,
spring colleges held every alternate year.
Now there are l G l 2 Fost- docs every
year in thb Condensed Matt€r Physics
Programme. The goal is o &velop this
Cence not only into a meeting place but
also a real re.search Centre.

So this is the position of the
Condensed lvtatter Physics Programme
after 25 years, which is rather a
successful activity. His last comment
was, "f am ending now troping that my
colleagues and successors will convert
the next 25 yean ino something that iq
really visible and really great physics".

The opening session was followed by
a scientific presentation by rhe eminent
scientist Prof. John Ziman. His keynote
speech is as follows:

A NeuraE Net Model of Inn*vatisn

by Joln Zinan

Courtesy of
Scbnce ad Publb Policl,

VoL IA, No. I, February 1991.

One of the main objectives of science
and technology studies is !o uncover
some of the principles that will help
firms, industries, countries and global
regions improve their competitiveness
through technological innovation. Most
of the actions required for worldly
success are tacticaL the principles that
determine them are largely tacit, and are
acquired mainly through practice. We
can only take conscious account of the
principles that ought to govern our
actions when we articulate tactics into a
strategy. The aim of this paper is to
improve this strategic thinking in the
general area between the research
laboratory and the marketplace.

Good strategic thinking is not just a
matter of stating objectives, determining
the boundary conditions and laying down
a set of rational principles to achieve
them. These elements only make sense
because they are intuitively placed in
relation to one another in some larger
pattem whose structure is taken quite for

granted, without further analysis. In
other words, underlying any rational
strategy there has o be a coherent mental
model of the world where it operates.

For a strategy !o be successful, this
model must also be realistic. The basis
for Napoleon's strategy in lE12 was the
map of Russi4 with Moscow at its heart.
This model of the situation was coherent
enorgh o provide a rationale for his
actions, but insufficiently realistic in i s
representation of the effects of winter.
The question !o be asked is: what sort of
mental model of tlrc whole process of
technological innovation is required for
successful srategic thinking in that
field?

Linear Model
General public discourse on science

and technology is still based almost
exclusively on the linear model,
depicting a simple process of
development from fundamental research
through applied science and
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technological development, to the design
and manufacture of new products. The
frequent reference to the 'spoctrum' of
R&D shows that this model is one-
dimensional. The conventional use of
terms such as 'strategic science', 'pre-
competitive research', 'near market
R&D', indicates that it is uni-directional.

This suggests thu most people see it
as a horizontal line, along which time's
moving finger write,s inexaably from
left to right(see Figure 1(a)). But alk of
'moving upstream in the R&D process'
suggests a vertical arrangement, with the
causal direction from top to bo$om, as
naural as the force of gravity (see Figure
1 O)). Or is it the other way up, wirh
technological progress rising
heavenwards out of 'basic research'?

The linear metaphor is so firmly
entrenched in the language of public
speeches, editorials, and official reports
that we must assume ttrat it relates to a
widely shared men0al model. Speakers
and wriiers evidently take this model as
given, without further explanation. This
is not just a dead metaphor.
Sophisticated policy analysts remind
their audiences that thele are not just two
distinct categories of re.search — pure
science and applied science, or perhaps
science and technology — but they
wually go on to say that "really there is a
continuous spectrum covering the whole
range between these extremes" (see
Figure I (c)).

Fundamental
nesearcn

Applies
nesearcn

In novation

(W

| Demonstration
A Design

! > Development
J } Applied
| Strategic

| J } Basic

Flgure 1.
Various versions of the linear model.

People who know anything at all
about the actual processes of
technological innovation do not suppose,
of course, that such a simple model could
ever fully reprcsent the true course of
things. They would say that it is a very
cru& description, with many much more
complicated details smeared out. They
might also agree that there could be quite
different views on the way that ttre real
world should be map@ on this model or
how it operates in practice.

Yet an underlying belief in the lirear
model shows up clearly in the disputes
that often arise over the interpretarion of
national R&D statistics. Otherwise,
what would be the point of arguing, for
example, that a certain fraction of the
money spent on defence R&D should
really be classified as basic research, and
aggregated with the sums going to
universities for specifically academic
studies? People evidently think that all
the knowledge and activity under this
heading is alike in its origins and effects.

Cycles of discovery
Perhaps there were occasions in the

past when the linear model was not
inappropriate. Historians of science and
technology must decide whether it is at
all useful as a very approximate
description of the way in which, for
example, Faraday's discovery of
electromagnetic induction eventually led
to the electric power station, or Perkins'
exploration of the basic chemistry of
aromatic compounds was transformed
into marketable aniline dyes.

Perhaps the sheer simplicity of this
one-dimensional account does tell us
something important about the role of
basic science in society. But it is
certainly grossly oversimplified,
ignoring the many other novel
discoveries, and 0re pre-existing ideas,
skills and practices, ennained along ttre
way from ttre laboratory to the factory.
And also the unidirectional relarionship
is only 'enabling', not deterministic — a
necessary cause, but not a sufficient one,
for the eventual embodiment of the
original scientific discovery in a
commercial product

Elementary knowledge of the
historical record reminds us, moreover,
that the relationship between a scienrific
discovery and a technological invention
is not always causative in that direction.
It is well known, for example, that the

technical development of the steam
engine owed little o basic science, but
gave rise !o a whole new branch of
fundamental physics in the form of
thermodynamics.

In the same way, the very practical
technology of animal and plant breeding
was a highly significant and causative
precursor of the basic science of genetics.
Thus, even if we take the sandard linear
model as only a 'zeroth-order
approximation', we must include a very
strong element of feedback 'up the
stream'.

Most serious mecascientists have
already consigned the linear model o the
scrap heap of history. Amongst
economists it has largely been replaced
by various schemes allowing for such
feedback. Mathematically speaking, the
simplest scheme of this kind is the
elementary cyclic model illusfrated in
Figure 2.

Market

\ Market

Science
Push

Discovery

Figure 2. Cyclic model.

In micro-economic terms, the
'science push' from ttre basic end is not
only reinforced by 'market pull', but also
paralleled by a counterflow of concepts,
capabilities and desiderata from each of
the subsequent stages, brck into basic
research. More generally, the mrcrt>
economic analysis of technology not
only requires that new practical
inventions be conceived !o meet market
needs: it also takes account of the
contemporary practice of fostering basic
research as a strategic resource for
further invention in due course.

More dimensions
The elementary cyclic model may
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have its uses in macro-@onomic theory,
but it is quite inadequate for looking in
more detail at the way in which the
various phases of the innovation process
are linked. For example, it gives a
misleading impression of the
'institutional distance' between the
knowledge-creating activity labelled
'science' and the 'market' where this
knowledge is often urgently needed. In
m c e sophisticated models, the various
boxes repesenting sub-processes or sub-
institutions, such as research,
development, design, are more carefully
differentiated and disributed around the
page to indicate their relative closeness.

Nevertheless, such a model is not
topologically distinct from a more
elaborate cyclic model with, say, a chain
of many stages which may be connected
bact and forth over several steps. As in
the simplest one.dimensional model,
whether uni-directional or cyclic, these
connections will still be represented by
unstructured arrows across the
boundaries between the various boxes.

If we were really !o take such a model
seriously, it would severely constrain our
thinking. We would have to suppose, for
example, that the relationship benveen
the basic and applied segments of the
R&D spectrum involves nothing more
complicated than a flux of ideas,
capabilities, needs, or whatever, across
this boundary, in one direction or the
other — a two"way fax link between an
ivory tower and one of Blake's "dark
satrnic mills".

As the literature on 'the sources of
invention' demonstrates in abundance,
the reality is always much more
complicated in a cognitive sense. We all
know that a marketable product is
generated through a complex of social
processas involving a variety of different
types of institution. But we also know
that it is put together out of many
different elements of fundamental
knowledge and of technical capability.
To talk intelligibly abour such
relationships to one another, or even to
ourselves, we must all have in mind a
'mental rnodel' in which these various
elements can be separa@ly represented.

When people talk, for example, of
:restructuring the links between
academia and indusry', they need to
havea more complex image than opening
a wider door between two adjacent boxes
labelled'academia'and'industry'. They

need to be thinking about the numero$
paths along which a variety of specific
academic research findings actually get
transferred and transformed into a range
of specific indusfial products.

The mental image thar this evokes is
a very complex whole with many
different interconnected elements.
Whether concretely elaborated or
abstractly simplified, it cannot be linear.
Of mathematical necessity, this image
must span a space of more than one
dimension.

There is no saying how such a mental
model actually evinces itself to the
inward eye. For one person, perhaps, it
might just be a map, or blueprinq for
another it might be more like a Meccano
model, or an oil refinery. But stripped to
its bare essentials, it has to have the
general characteristics of a spatial
network, a multidimensional lattice. In
absEact mathematical terms, it is a graph
of distinct 'nodes' related to one another,
geometrically and topologically, by
'links'.

Institutional space
This is not an unfamiliar idea. The

question is: in what abstract space should
this image be located? One standard
convention is to introduce time as one of
its coordinates. Thus, for example,
anyone thinking or writing about the
evolution of a scientific discipline or
technological artifact will use such a
diagram o represent the way that various
discoveries or inventions have
influenced one another, with a date scale
running down the edge of the page. But
many people are confused by this device
of neating time as a dimension, and are
happier with mental models that actually
change with the passing of time in much
the same way as our perceptions of the
real world.

What we want to do is to retain the
principal characteristic of the linear
model — the notion of a spectrum of
R&D activity from basic science to the
market place. Although this notion is
over-simplified, it does represent a
genuine feature of the real world. The
component elemenls of an innovation do
tend to arise from different types of
activity that can be roughly characterisod
in those terms.

The simplest way of keeping this
useful feature of the linear model, is to
'unpack' each of the specnal regions

along it into several more dimensions.
Each point along the line of Figure I has
to be extended out at right angles, inlo a
line or a plane, as in Figure 3.

Innovation

Applied
Research

Fundamental
Research

Figure 3. Unpacking more dimensions.

The question now is: what do these
new dimensions represent? More
precisely: what features of the real world
do we choose to represent along each of
the new lines or planes that we have
drawn? Even more precisely: what
characteristics do points on the same
plane share, and what characteristics
differentiate them?

To sop talking in windy abstractions,
let us think of a much more concrete
image — a many-sloried building (it
m igh t be a department store) naversed by
a vertical elevator shaft (see Figure a).

RPPLIED \

"STRATEGIC

MARKET

DEUELOPIuEnT

Figure 4. Deprtment store model.

From the basement floor of absolutely
basic research (the metaphor comes
alive!) we move upward to a ground floor
labelled strategic research, then through
the departments of application,
technological development, design, and
demonstration to the open sky of ttre
markel Theelevatorcageonlymovesin
one-dimension, but at each of its
stopping places we envisage a whole
floor, with its own complicated
geomery.

This department slore model is fun o
build, and very easy to elaborate. It is
natural to interpret each of its
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'departments' as a social institution —
universities and fundamental research
institutes in the basement, national
laboraories and Fraunhofer instiartes on
the ground floor, the central corporate
laboraories of multinational firms at first
floq level, and so on. In effect, the linear
model is unpacked into a three-
dimensional instinrtional space, where
the 'linkages' represent normal social
interactions such as transfers of
information, or of gmds.

This model can certainly be
instructive. For example, each floor of
the building can be thought of as a
markeplace, where information is haded
by fudependent producen or proprieors
for an appropriate consideration. Inthe
basement, this consideration may not be
cash at all but recognition. According to
some sociologists of science, the
traditional academic world is a
community where the reward for making
public a significant contribution to
knowledge is enhanced est€em. One
could say that it is a reputational market,
where tlre goods on show — published
scientific papers — are appraised by
pot€ntial customers—other scientists—
and are 'purchased' symbolically by
being favourably cited.

Indeed, contemporary talk about the
inputs and outputs of tlre national R&D
system suggests that the raditional
'store' has been transformed mentally
into a 'frctory', wh€re a production line
for innovations trails upwards from floor
to floor, picking up the necessary
knowledge and techniques along the
way. The discussion then tums to such
mallers as the relative benefits and costs
of supplementing the old-fashioned
elevalor with numerous passageways,
siaircas€s, escalators, and a noisy public
ad&ess system!

Cognitive space
This representation of R&D rctivity

as a system in institutional space can be
very instructive, but it is seductively
nanralistic. This means that it tends to
impose its own specific inlerpretations,
which are often very misleding. We
begin to ask silly questions, like whether
the 'factcy' should have 'windows', or
what would be the function of the
'poduction manager'?

Remember that our basic
requirement is simply an extension of the
concept of a specrum into a notional

space in which to locate and interrelate
the actual entities in which we are
interested. We might as well give this
space three dimensions, since that is the
most that the human mind can visualise.
{athematically speaking, however, our
int€rests are topological rather than
metrical. As with 'institutional E)ace',
we have no need to be precise about the
coodinates we are using, except tlnt one
axis must still span the specrum of the
linear model.

A less vivid, more abstract
representation of technological
innovation can be generated by bringing
into play another very conventional
metaphor. It is almost impossible o talk
about the bodies of knowledge involved
in science, technology or commerce
without using terms derived from the
language of geography. IVe say quite
naturally "molecular biology was
originally an interdisciplinary area,
covering various regions of physics,
chemisry and biology", or that "opto-
electronics is becomirig an important
field of technological development", or
that "Japan is now dominant in the
dornain of dynamic RAM micro+hips".

We thus draw upon an intuitive
notion that we are dealing with
collections of many distinct items of
knowledge—cognitive elements — that
can be located in relation 0o one arnther
as if they were points in an abstrrct sp:rce
of two, possibly more, dimensions.

This usage is so commonplace that
we seldom bother to activate the
underlying mental model. All that I am
suggesting is that this almost dead
me[aphorshouldberevitalised. Theidea
is, quite simply, that each 'point' along
the R&D spectrum — fundamental
research, or applied research, or
whatever—should be extended outward
into a surface on which just such a map of
the corresponding cognitive domain can
be drawn. To put it the other way round:
a very instructive mental model of
technological innovation can be
constructed by stacking up the
successive domains of scientific and
technological knowledge into an
extended cognitive space covering the
whole R&D process (see Figure 5).

Scientific ideas
Any acempt to formulate a definition

of cognitive space is almost certain !o
lead up a philosophical blind alley. Our

best guide is our intuitive grasp of the
'area' metaphor that we use so naturally
in talking about different types of
knowledge. We find that it makes sense,
to others as well asi ourselves, o refer m
particular scientific facts or theories as if
they were similar to one another in the
same way as adjacent features in a
landscape.

What we probably have in mind is
that ttrere must be a coherent pattfii in
what we know about the world, but that
this pattern must be far more complex
and subtle than a decimal classifrcation
for ordering books along a library shelf.
We cannot possibly relresent tln full
diversity of nanral affrnities in such a
scheme, but we must at least have enough
dimensions to indicate multiply-
connected associations into 'multi-
disciplinary areas', and so on.

Beyond that, the 'map' metaphor
itself is easier to understand than any
interpretation of it into quasi-
philosophical terms. What we do have to
be clear about is that we take the
elementary objects in this space to be
ioems of knowledge, stripped of any
personal, social, or other contextual
attributes. At the most fundamental
level, for example, these elementary
objecs are what we might call, for
simplicity, ideas, of the kind mrmally
produced by basic research — scientific
facts, data, concepts, theories, and so on,
unattached to any specific us€s.

This is obviously a very shaky way of
talking. A scientific idea is not really a
primitive entity that can be defined or
located, except by reference to a
particular context of use. The occasion
by which it can be said to have been
discovered or established is equally
questionable.

Science

Flgure 5.
Knowledge domains in cognitive space.
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Nevertheless, if we are !o make any
progress in schematising the process of
technological innovation we are bound to
itemise the particular elements
contributed to this process by
fundamental research. We have to be
able to say that at a certain moment a
particular fact or theory was known
scientifically (however uncertain and
imperfect t-hat supposed knowledge
might have been), and thu an active
linkage developed between that
particular piece of knowledge and a
practical invention.

The detachment of fundamental
scientific ideas from their eventual or
potential applications is, of course,
associated with their supposed
universality. Here, again, we are always
on shaky historical and sociological
ground. It is not feasible, in practice, !o
separate the intellectual substance of a
scientific discovery from the social
interests and aspirations of the
discoverer.

Nevertheless, we often find that a fact
or principle that happens to have come !o
notice, or been sought, under conditions
contrived for another purpose, is
deliberately decontextualised for report
and archival storage. It is just this
possibility of being detached from its,
immediate use, or other particular
conlext, that gives value !o a scientific
idea by making it applicable in orher
contexts.

In general, technological progress
does depend very greatly nowadays on
the type of knowledge that arises in
fundamental research, without specific
applications in mind. F s our Fesent
purposes it does not matter whether this
research was driven solely by curimity,
or whether it was motivated by long term
utiliarian possibilities.

It is the wisdom, or folly, or business
of an advanced society to produce vast
quantities of discoveries whose potential
applications are not envisaged, and it is
also our experience that qnany of the,se do
get used in the production of useful
objecs or techniques. Our mental model
of the innovation process undoubtedly
has the domain of scientific ideas at its

Techniques
Now let us move o a higher level in

our model, 0o the layer associated with
applied research. At this level, therefore,

we must be thinking of knowledge items
that can be formulated and maped out
according to their perceived
applications, that is, as technical
procedures, design principles,
instnrments, methodologies, and so on.
In other words, we are in the domain of
techniques, where knowledge is not
valued for its own sake, but as a means of
auaining a variety of desirable ends
outsi& the knowledge system.

In the past, a techniqrr was usually a
form of acit knowledge, manifest, for
exarnple, in the craftsmanship of the
woodworker, potter, farmer or sailor.
Individual know-how is still an
indispensable component of modern
industry, but the main source of
advanced technicat knowledge is applied
science and technological development.

This knowledge seldom remains
secret or tacit for long, and is often
published and codified in patent
specifications. The hunt is on for
powerful new tochniques, in the form of
'generic' or 'enabling' technologies such
as opto-electronics or enzyme catalysis,
which are applicable in a great variety of
processes or functions in the
manufacture of a wide range of products.

Again, the notion of a technique is
impossible to define precisely, especially
if we insist on separating it from the
particular goods, services or processes
where it is actually employed. Does it
really make sense to define the technique
of cabinet-making as a particularly
refined form of wood-working, without
any reference to particular types of
cabinets and other furniture?
Nevertheless, this separation of means
from ends is important in principle
because it allows for one of the most
significant features of technological
innovation — the exploitation of an
established technique for quite new
purposes.

Commodities
The problem of differenriar,ing

techniques from their specific
applications becomes more acute as we
move from the domain of applied
research towards that of the market.
Indeed, the transition from pre-
competitive to near-market R&D is ill-
defined, and may depend on the political
or commercial context where these terms
are used. Remember, aftsr all, that tlre
cognitive space that we are exploring

must have the same degree of continuity
from domain to domain as the ryectrum
in the linear model from which it was
unpacked.

Eventually we reach the commercial
market-place, which has o be, so to
speak, the top face, of our model. This is
where the products of the innovation
process emerge and become
commodities, ready for entry into
commerce and use. Again, we must take
a broad view, including under this
heading not only @nsunrer goods, such
as c.ameras and aspirin tablets, but also
intermediate technical goods, such as
ball bearings and crude oil, and useful
seryices, such as banking and weather
forecasting.

For our present pwposes, however,
the signifibance of a commodity is that,
being an artifact, it is a product of human
thought and intention. It can thus be
defined absracdy as the embodiment of
a certain amount of knowledge and given
a notional location in our cognitive
space. Much of this knowledge is
associated with the various ideas and
techniques that have played an essential
part in its design and manufacture, but a
more subtle analysis would surely reveal
a further component—the knowledge of
how to combine these ideas and
techniques to produce a marketable
commodity.

The market domain is obviously
immensely complex and diverse. The
naffic through it is not simply an outward
flow of ever-more sophisticated
commodities: powerful forpes feed back
through it on various internal
components of the R&D system. But
these forces are economic, social,
political, fiscal, and so on, and cannot be
directly represented by connections in
'cognitivespace'. Theyareimportantfor
our understanding of the innovation
process, but this would require quile a
different type of mental model.

Specialisation
The principal weakne,ss of both the

linear and cyclic models is that they have
no means of showing the sheer
multiplicity of the items of knowledge
that go into the making of a novel
commodity. It is a commonplace of
modern science, technology and
commerce that ideas, techniques and
commodities are highly diversified and
specialised — that each of the domains
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ino which we have sliced our cognitive
space is densely packed and minutely
subdivided (see Figure 6). This is not
just an unfortunate consequence of
academic or bureaucratic zeal: it is
essential for the division of labour that
empowers modern technological
innovation.

0l -99
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Flgure 5.
Specialisation in a knowledge domain.

Consider first the differentiarion of
basic science into specialitie.s. A familiar
image of the tree of knowledge shows it
branching out successively into
academic disciplines, sub-disciplines,
fields, sub-fields, problem areas, and so
on. In a hierarchical decimal
classification, each branching would
introduce a factor of ten in the number of
sub-categories.

It is no exaggeration to say that the
domain of ideas is divided inlo ten
thousand different specialities, each with
its characteristic frcts and ttreories, data
and concepts. The specialities,
m(treover, cannot really be ranged along
a single specral dimension: they need at
least two dimensions o indicate the
complexity of their adjacency relations,
and many, many dimensions to place
than in a fully ordercd framework. For
our present purposes, two points sUnd
ouU

The actual items of knowledge that
eventually get transformed into
particular techniques and commodities
are usually highly specialised and
narrowly defined. For example, the idea
from materials science that might turn
ou! to be crucial in the design of a new
turbine bldde would not be an all-
embracing concept such as dislocation
theory, or a general understanding of the
properties of grain boundaries in alloys:
it is more likely !o be knowledge of the

way in which the particular constiorents
of a particular tlpe of alloy segegate !o
particular types of grain boundary over a
particular range of temperatures. This
item of knowledge would certainly not be
widely lnown across a whole discipline.
It would be in the possession of a
specialist who is thoroughly familiar
with the sub'field in which it lies, or
would be reported in an article which
would only be rerievable by quite an
elaborate literarure search.

The specialised items of knowledge
required !o develop a new technique, let
alone a sophisticated commodity, are
seldom to be found closely clustered in a
single, recognisable subdiscipline, or
even in a single discipline. To ake
another example, the modern technique
of semiconductor electronics depends on
an enormous variety of specific corrcepts
and data derived from solid state physics,
inorganic chemistry, crystallography,
electro-chemistry, oprics, and many
others, dotted in an apparently random
pasern over the whole landscape of the
physical sciences. Notice, moreover,
that tlp scientific ideas required for the
development of an apparently similar
technique, such as opto-electronics, are
quite different, even though drawn from
the same disciplines.

This highly differentiated and
selective distribution of knowledge
sources over the domain of ideas applies
with equal force in the domain of
techniques. The value that is added to the
inputs to a manufacturing operation
stems from the application of many quite
different techniques, in many quite
distinct processes, to the initial raw
materials. The minute division of labour
in fundamental research is paralleled in
the specialised skills used by craftsmen
and engineers in the design and
production of complex commodities.

These skills, moreover, are not
clustered in a single area, as in the old-
fashioned metal-working workshop,
where a well-trained instrument-maker
would know how to use a cerlain number
of different machine tools on a relatively
small range of basic materials. An
engineer or other professional technical
worker may still be trained and formally
qualified to perform the whole range of
techniques supposedly required in a
particular branch of his or her profession.

But innovative technologies keep

bursting the boundaries of such
disciplirns. The techniques required in
genetic engineering, for example, are
highly specialised in themselves, yet
they come from practical disciplires as
different as chemical engineering,
microbiology, genetics, physiology and
biochemistry.

Cognitive roots of innovatbn
A mental model of the emergence of

a particular technological innovation can
thus be constructed by drawing lines o
represent causal or interactive linkages
between various points in cognitive
space. Thus, scientific ideas are linked o
the techniques to which they have
contributed, and these techniques in t u
are linked to the commodities where they
have been used.

The resulting image is similar o the
roots of a tree, stretrching down ino the
domain of fundamental research. Wecan
represent the cognitive hisory of the
innovation as a sequence of such images,
showing the development of these
linkagas over time.

Let me emphasise that this is a
genuine mental model, not just an
absffact diagram designed for a visual
presentation. This, I believe, is how we
might naturally represent to ourselves in
thought, the cognitive relationships in
technological innovation. When, ,for
example, we argue that a basic scientific
discovery has led directly to the
invention of a new technique which was
then used to produce a novel commodity,
we probably have in mind a very thin,
loosely articulated skeletori, for which a
linear model might be a fair enough
mental approximation.

As we have seen, however, such cases
are now very rare. The cognitive rmts of
a technological commodity normally
spread out over a large region of the
domain of techniques, and tap down to
numerous quite distinct fields of
fundamental research. For at least the
past century, a 'broad-based cone of
finely-divided roots' would be a more
appropriate image of the cognitive
linkages in technological innovation (see
Figure 7).

It is a matter for the hisorians of
technology !o trace the evolution of this
root cone model, both as an image of fte
innovation process and as a realistic
description of it at various times in ttre
past. The surprising thing is thro this
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Flgure 7. Spreading root cone of sources.

model is not always implicit in much that
is said in broad terms about the
economics and politics of indusrial
innovation. Do the proponents of
'technological rajecories' suppose, for
example, that these trace out
recognisable paths in cognitive space, or
do they also involve institutional
relationships? The mixture of metaphors
here might be very confusing. This is
clearly a theme for much more thorough
exploration.

Interdepcnde_nce
Introspective examination of

cognitive space goes beyond the root
cone image. Another feature of the
whole process of technological
innovation is that its cognitive elements
are rapidly becoming more and more
interconnected in every direction. As we
have already remarked, the many distinct
scientific ideas that go ino the making of
a lechnique are necessary constituents,
without which the technique could not
succeed, or would have to be drastically
modified. The same applies to the
techniques that enter into the final
product.

What this means is that quite
disparate techniques are linked indirectly
by the scientific ideas that they share, and
that apparently quite different
commodities rely on the same
techniques. These relationships are not
simply causal, from the root-tips
upwards. Quite apart from tte market
forces that most economists now include

in their cyctc models, there are cognitive
feedback loops in the R&D process.
Fundamental research is a major
customer for novel instrumental
techniques, and many techniques are
built up simply by combining tools and
instruments that are already available
commercially.

In addition, there are sideways
linkages rcross each domain. The ideas
that are current in one scientific
speciality are suddenly discovered o be
enormously fruitful in another very
distant area. Indeed, it is sometimes
asserted that all scientific progress is the
outcome of this type of cross-
fertilisation. It often [rms out that two
unrelated t€chniques — witness many
novel developments in biotechnology —
can be married to produce a
commercially valuable technical
process, without either having
previously become commodities (see
Figure 8).

•Com modi lies

Techniques

Flgure E. Interdependence.

This extraordinarily complex web of
linkages in cognitive space has a
significant counterpart in the real world:
take the final products to be military
weapons, such as aircraft" belonging to
rival nations, and the indispensable
t€chniques that go into them to be the
manufacture of high-performance
engine bearings, or of high density micro
chips. Now observe a situation where
these techniques are almost the
monopoly of one or another of the rival
nations — or of a third or fourth nation,
such as Sweden or Japan. Then we have
what is coming to be recognised as a
major facor in world strategic analysis:
the interdependence of the weapon
systems of supposedly sovereign
nations.

The cognitive interdependence of
modern technological trajectories has
very important implications for national
and corporate competitive strategies.
These strategies cannot be founded on
the assumption that any one nation, let
alone any one industrial firm, can be self-

contained in the tnowledge base that it
needs o produce novel commodities.

This is not only because this would
involve an impossibly extensive 'rmt
cone' of in-house linkages right into the
domains of applicable techniques and
fundamental scientific ideas: it is atso
because many of the most important
ideas and techniques that it would require
would inevitably be in the hands of other
nations or firms — all too often
commercial rivals.

This is a featue of our model that is
intuitively obvious to experienced
practitioners of the art of technological
innovation, and must now be a major
consideration in any serious discussion
of restructuring the instiurtional linkages
between fundamental and applied
research in relation to industrial
competitiveness. The apparent
advanrages !o a firm or a nation of
striving towards technical autonomy are
illusory and eventually counter-
productive. What is really required
nowadays for technological progress can
only be obtained by free trade — tlnt is
unrestrained participation and fair
exchange in the global markes in ideas,
techniques and intermediate
commodities.

Neural net model
The question we now have o ask is

whether this model has more general
properties, from which we can gain betler
understanding of the real world. At flirst
sight, it seems no more than a hopeless
langle of linkages, an apparently random.
network in three (or more) dimensions.
But it does retain the general structure
imposed on it by the gradient of
'exploiability' along its original linear
dimension. The R&D 'specEum' can
still be recognised in the way tlrat the
various domains, from fundamental
research to marketable commodities, are
stacked in successive, multiply-
interconnected layers.

It also incorporates a notion widely
accepted amongst philosophers of
science, that scienrific knowledge is best
represented as a network. That is b oy ,
theoriet do not depend on single iterns of
evidence, butare multiply connected and
embedded in a tangled mass of data,
concepts and arguments. Our model
already displays these relationships in
the domain of ideas. It is instructive to
extend the philosophical metaphor by
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showing how basic scientific ideas are
connected o practical techniques and
marketable goods.

Think of it, however, simply as a
layered structure, connected both within
each layer, and also from layer to liayer, in
both directions. What is this reminiscent
of? Surely we have here something very
like a neural net, of the kind to be fo.und
in a living brain. Ttte nodes are neurons
— nerve cells — connected both locally
and over large distances by fibrous
dendritesando(ons. In some pars of the
brain, such as the ce,rebral cstex, such
networks often show a pronounced layer
struc[tre, cmresponding in many cases
!o the successive transformations of
incoming signals to achieve various
physiological functions (see Figure 9).

World Market
4-.--'

-fr
Natural World

Flgure 9. Nerual net model.

This analogy would have litrle
operational significance if it were not for
curent interest on the computational
propertias of such networks in artificial
intelligence. The theoretical and
practical implicarions of
'connectionism' are still very open and
very much debated, but it does seem that
a layered system of many signal-
processing units, interconnected and
interacting in parallel within and
between layers, has some remarkable
properties which might possibly be
related !o the behaviour of R&D systems.

In particular, by allowing the
response of each node to incoming
signals to change in the light of
experience, a neural net can be ' taught'to
perform quasi-intelligent processes,
such as pa$em recognition, which have
not been programmed inio it in advance.
Metaphorically speaking, technological
innovation is a process of this kind,
where knowledge derived from study of
the natural world is transformed into the
design of useful artifacts.

The linear model represents this
process much tm naively, as if it were

canied out by a very simple sequential
computer. A connectionist device of at
least thr-ee layers is a much more realistic
conception of the whole system and of
the way it works.

Unpredictability and adaptability
It would seriously overstep the

bounds of the present analysis to
elaborate this metaphor into a formal
model, but it does suggest a helpful way
of looking at several recent
developments in the institutional
struchre of national \&D syslems. Orie
major trend, for example, is the aUempt
!o bridge the gap between fundamental
academic research and its indusrial
applications by linking them more
closely through whar are called in the UK
Interdisciplinary Research Centres
(IRCs). It seems to make sense, in our
'department-store' model, to introdwe
new insdnrdons on a 'mezzanine' floor,
with open access from below and above.

Experience is showing, however, that
it is not easy to lay down long-term
objectives or scientific priorities for such
an institution. This is just what would be
expected for an entity located in an
intermediate layer of an active neural net.

The device is surprisingly effective
as a whole, because the 'interior'
processing units are not programmed in
advance, and are free to adapt their
response functions to a changing local
information environment. Indeed,
neither the actual response functions that
evolve at such nodes, nor their pattem
over an intermediate layer, can usually be
related intuitively to the overall task
being carried out by the system as a
whole. For this reason, the utempt to
programme the work of an IRC in
advance over a tong period is likely to
prove counter-productive.

Another strategic question of scierrce
policy is the desirability of mainaining a
'defensive threshold' of R&D activity in
every field. where a competitive
challenge might appear unexpectedly.
This question can be put in another way:
what is the risk !o a firm or nation of
giving up work in a whole field of
fundamental knowledge or technique
that might possibly become relevant to
its commercial life?

A real neural net, in the brain or in a
computer simulation, is usually
remarkably resilient. The redundancy of
connections allows the information flow

to circumvent a hole or other local lesion,
and !o compensate effectively f a it in its
external behaviour.

According to this metaphor,
therefore, the immediate commercial
damage caused by a maju breakthrough
by a rival on an unguarded front might be
very serious, but a flexible R&D system
should be able to adjust its internal
responses tro tllis hole in its struc$re, and
smn provide the necessary defensive
marr id by indirect means. In other
words, this risk is often exaggerated, and
should not be allowed too much weight
against the advantages of concentrating
resources in fields that are already strong.

A very large cerebral lesion may, of
course, be crippling. There can be no
doubt, for example, of the effectiveness
of the NATO 'Cocom' policy of denying
the Warsaw Pact countries access !o a
wide range of advanced techniques and
high+ech commodities. But no0e how
very elaborate and extensive this
embargo had to be. The target region of
innovative Soviet weaponry could only
be isolated by a massive surgical cut
through innumerable connecting links to
apparently irrelevant sectors of the
western civil economy.

Conclusion
This paper is, in every way, a 'think-

piece'. It relies on naive introspection to
explore the images that we construct and
manipulate when we hold forth, to
ourselves as well as to others, on the
general theme of technological
innovation. It is not based on empirical
research, nor is it grounded on an
academic bedrock of citations. It also
stumbles blindly into the deep scholarly
waters of computer science and cognitive
psychology.

Nevertheless, study of the social
relations of science and technology is not
well furnished with models, metaphors
or analogies. We are asked to analyse
policies and to devise strategies, yet we
do not fully understand, intuitively, how
and why things workas they do. Ahighly
abstract, grossly simplified and crassly
schematised model such as this can never
be a reliable guide to practical decision-
making, but it may provide some
thematic insight to both decision-makers
and policy analysts. All that can be
claimed is that certain puzzhng features
of contemporary R&D institutions might
be understood a little beuer from this
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point of view.
That is why I am very hrypy to offer

this particular piece as a celebraory gift
to my old friend ldaurice Goldsmith. It
may not conform to the conventional
scholarly canons, but it might appeal to
the companionable wit and enjoyment of
wild ideas that emiches his rare breadth
of vision in such matters. I

L992 Dirac Medals of the ICTP

Visits to ICTP

Indian Ambassador
Tlp new Indian Ambassado: to and

Member of the Board of Governors of
IAEA (Vienna, Austria), Mr. K.N.
Bakshi, visited the ICTP on 28th July,
1992. He is a professional diplomat and
is interested in the development of
science and technology.

He met kofessor Abdus Salam and
discussed the scientific activities of the
ICTP, then he met some Indian scientists
present at the Centre. He visited the
ICTP Library.

Russriaz Acadcmy ol Sciances
Professor Ju.S. Osipov and Prof.

A.A. Gontchar, President and Vice-
hesident of the Russian Academy of
Sciences, visited the Centre on2l August
1992. Professor Abdus Salam, Direc0or,
International Cenre for Theoretical
Physics, and hesident, Third World
Academy of Sciences, warmly received
the delegation and briefed ttrem on the
scientific activities of the Cenre, ICS
and TWAS. They discussed the furtlrer
co-operation of scientific rctivities with
the Russian Academy of Sciences.

After the meeting with Professor
AMus Salam, the delegation met with
the DeErty Director, Prof. L. Bertocchi,
the Head of the Office of External
Activities Prof. G. Denardo, and the
Executive Secretary of TWAS Prof.
M.H.A. Hassan, and discussed -the
activities of the Cenre and TWAS.

The guests visited ttre Library of the
International Centre for Theoretical
Physics and the International Centre for
Biotechnology and Genetic Engineering.

The 1992 Dirac Medals of the
International Centre for Theoretical
Physics (ICTP, Triesre, Italy) have been
awarded to: hofessor N. N. Bogolubov
(posthumously) formerly of the Joint
Instinrte for Nuclear Research, Moscow,
Russia, and Professor Yakov G. Sinai,
Landau Instiurte of Theoretical Physics,
Moscow, Russia.

Professor Nikolai Nikolaevich
Bogolubov is honoured posthumously
"in recognition of his many fundamental
contributions in physics and
mathematics. In statistical physics, his
treatment ofBose-Einstein condensation
in a non-ideal gas was a seminal work
which laid thc basis for a microscopic
theory of superfluidity in Helium II. It
stimulated many of the later
developments using quasi-particle
methods. He later generalised this
mcthod tofermions and applied it to the
phenomenon of superconductivity
providing a systematic microscopic
theory. The famous Bogolubov
transforrnation is now a cornerstone of
rodern physics. In elementary particle
physics, Bogolubov was the ftrst to give a
rigorous proaf, based on local quanturn
frcld theory, of faed angle dispersion
relations for pion-nucleon scattering.
This emerged from his study of the
axiamatic basis of relativistic qu.antum
frcld. theory and the structure of tlw S-
matrix. Another important result was a
systematic formulation of the
renormalisation programme for
perturbative computations of the S-
matrix. In mathematics, among his many
important contributions we cite hk work
on non-.linear meclanics and the general
theory of dynamical systems".

Prof. Yakov G. Sinai is honoured
"for his outstanding contribution to
Theoretical Physics and Mathematics
through the development of Ergodic
Theory and its applications to
Dynamical Systems, in particular
Billiards, Plwse Transitions, Quantum
Clwos and Hydrodynamics. Also cited is
his work on the Spectal Analysis of
Schrddinger Operators and

Applications of Rercnrulizatbn Group
Tlvory".

The Dire Medals of the Intemational
Centre for Theoretical Physics were
instituted in I985 in memory of Professor
P.A.M. Dirac, an honoured guest and
s0aunch friend of ICTP. They are
awarded every year on Dirac's
birthday — 8th August — for
contributions o theoretical frysics.

In 1985, the Dirac Medals were
awarded to Prof. Yakov Zeldovich
(Instiurte for Space Research, Moscow,
Russia) and Prof. Edward Witten
(Princeton University, USA) and in 1986
to Prof. Yoichiro Nambu @mico Fermi
In*inrte for Nuclear Studies, Chicago
University, USA) and Prof. Alexander
Polyakov (Landau Institute for
Theoretical Physics, Moscow, Russia).
In 1987, they were awarded to Prof.
Bryce DeWiu (University of Texas at
Austin, USA) and Prof. Bruno Zumino
(University of California at Berkeley,
USA) and in 1988 to Prof. David J. Gross
(Princeton University, New Jersey,
USA) and to Prof. Efim Samoilovich
Fradkin (Lebedev Physical Institute,
Moscow, Russia). The 1989 Dirac
Medals wereawarded o Prof. Michael B.
Green (Queen Mary College, University
of London, UK) and Prof. John H.
Schwarz (California Institute of
Technology, USA). The 1990 Dirac
Medals were awarded to Prof. Ludwig
Dmitriyevich Faddeev (Steklov
Mathematical Instiurte, St. Petersburg,
Russia) and Prof. Sidney Richard
Coleman (Harvard University,
Cambridge, Massrchusetts, USA), The
recipients of the 199I Dirac Medals werc
Prof. Stanley Mandelsam (University of
California, Berkeley, USA) and Prof.
Jeffrey Goldstone (Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Cambridge,
Ma., USA).

The Selection Committee includes
Professors S. Lundqvist, R. Marshak, J.
Schwinger, S. Weinberg, E. Witten and
AMus Salam. The Dirac Medals arc not
awarded to Nobel Laureates or Wolf
Foundation Prize winners. a

10
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Professor Abdus Salam in Dubna (Russia),
where N.N, Bogolubov Worked

A A. Bal@sov
IINR (Dubna)lICTP (Trieste)

Prof. AMus Salam visited Dubna,
Russia, where the Joint Institute for
Nuclear Research (JINR), one of the
biggest and most successful Russian
physical institutes, is located.

This short visit (7-9 August 1992)
was connectied with the occasion of the
award (posthumously) of rhe Dirac
Medal to the famous former director of
JINR, one of the few truly leading
physiciss of Russia, Academician N.N.
Bogolubov.

Academician N.N. Bogolubov, bom
in 1909 in Nizhny Novgorod (Gorky),
spent almost the last forty yearsof his life
in Dubna as Director of the Laboratory
for Theoretical Physics of JINR (now
Bogolubov Laboratory for Theoretical
Physics), and later as Director of the
whole JINR.

He has created there one of the
leading Russian and international
schools on theoretical physics; he
involved quite a few outstanding
experimentalists in high energy and
nuclear physics in the work in JINR; he
was responsible for the administralion of
JINR luring the most difficult period of
the economical decay of ttre USSR, using
all his authority and influence in world
science to provide physicists over all the
Soviet Union with the maximum
possible help during those hard times.

He was truly a great man and a grcat
scientist.

In recognition of his outstanding
scientific and human merits and
regretting that the award was
posthumous., Prof. AMus Salam, Nobel
Laureate, Director of the ICTP, President,
of the Third World Academy of
Sciences, President of the Third World
Network of Scienrific Organizations and
Foreign Member of the Russian
Academy of Sciences, decided to go

.Since Prof. Abdus Salam recommended
that Academician N.N. Bogolubov be
awarded the Dirac Medal before his death.

personally to Russia, to express his
personal respect to the memory of N.N.
Bogolubov.

On Dirac's birthday, 8th August
1992, in the largest conference hall of the
JINR in the Bogolubov Laboratory for
Theoretical Physics, Prof. Abdus Salam
announced the award of the Dirac Medal
to N.N. Bogolubov in front of a huge
audience who had come !o welcome the
great modern physicist come to Dubna.

After the announcement, Prof. AMus
Salam delivered a one-hour lecture on
"The role of chirality in the origin of
life". The lecture was followed by a
discussion containing miscellaneous
questions and suggestions.

In particular, Prof. Ya.A.
Smorodinskiy was curious about the
crucial point of the theory suggested by
Prof. A. Salam i.e., the mechanism of the
enhancement at macroscopic level of the
symmetry breaking of the potential at the
level of elementary particles.
Answering, Prof. Abdus Salam

explained the quantum nature of the
phase ransition in the medium of proo-
molecules which is like a Bose-
condensation. He also argued why the
different, non-equilibrium, theories, for
instance, the theory developed by
Academician V.I. Goldanskiy, are still
failing to explain the phenomenon.

After the question of Prof. D.
Kazakov about why chirality is thought
by Prof. Abdus Salam to be responsible
for the life reproduction process, Prof.
Abdus Salam stressed once again thu the
coincidence of the chiral symmetry
breaking and of the orientation of all
molecules in aminoacids in Nature
cannot be random following this
statement with arguments from the
equilibrium model he suggested several
years ago.

The same day, Prof. AMus Salam
received some of those who were
interested to speak to him. Someofthem
arrived especially from otler cities of
Russia just to see Prof. Abdus Salam.

There was also the first meeting of
Prof. Abdus Salam with one of the sons
of N.N. Bogolubov, Pavel, who is also a
high-energy physicist and has worked for
a long time at JINR (Dubna) and CERN
(Geneva).

However, it was not, the end of that
day, at all.

It was amazing that Prof. Abdus
Salam met in Dubna the father of the fust

v ^

From left to right: Prof. V.V. Burov, Deputy Director of the Bogolubov l,aboratory
for Theoretical Physics, JINR (Dubra); Professoir AMus Salatn; Mr. Afunad Salan;
Prof. Pavel N. Bogolubw; Prof. V.P: Dzhelepw, forntcr Director of the Laboratory of
Nuclear Problems, JINR (Dubna). (Photo N.M. Gorelov).
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US H-bomb, Prof. E. Teller, one of the
brightest US physicists from the
Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory OSA). The two great men
decided to have a dinner together. It was
not a dinner, I can personally witness. It
was really a long talk of two genii who
were discussing the ways to save the
Erth from military danger and world
pollution.

Prof. AMus Salam finished that day
receiving people who were not lucky to
see him during the morning reception.

On the next day, Prof. Abdus Salam
started with a morning open reception.
However, the two main points of the
schedule of Prof.
Abdus Salam for
that day still laid
ahead.

First, Prof.
Abdus Salam
attended the
opening session of
the International
Conference on
Global Monitoring
and the first lecture,
delivered by Prof.
E. Teller. The
audience in the
conference hall met
Prof. AMus Salam
with an applause.
One of Dubna's
weeklies, Vesti
DrDny, said the next
day: "It was an
exceptionally high
honour for the

conference that a few of the geatrest
world scientists attended it. The
participants were welcomed by Prof.
AMus Salam, one of the true creators of
contemporary theoretical physics, the
author of the theory of electroweak
interactions. Prof. AMus Salam sre,ssed
both ttre importance and the complexity
of the global monioring of the Earth's
ecological parametea This was the
reason why the chairman of the
conference, Academician E.P.Velikhov,
quoted a sentence by the outstanding
ec6nomist Maynard Keynes from hof.
Atldus Salam's book which was
presented to tlre conferettc,e; "It is better
to be roughly right than precisely
wrong".

After the moming session of the
conference, Prof, AMus Salam left from

Dubna fu Moscow. His fint destination
was a visit to one of the most famors
places in Moscow, the small
Novodevichye cemetery where N.N.
Bogolubov is buried along with other
Russian famous people. There, hof.
Abdus Salam, together with N.N.
Bogolubov's relatives, paid his respect lo
the grave of N.N. Bogolubov. He also
visited the grave of L.D. Iandau.

From the Novodevichye cemet€ry,
Prof. AMus Salam, the relatives of N A
Bogolubov and friends of N.N.
Bogolubov's family went to Vorobyovy
Hills (Lenin's Hills), to the Moscow
State University (MS[D where the wife

The Blol:hirtsev Main Cot{ererce HaIl at the Labratory for Theoretical Physics,
INR (Dubna). (Photo N.M. Gorelov).

of N.N. Bogolubov, Evgeniya
Alexandrovna, lives.

During the cordial, warm, meeting
with Evgeniya Alexandrovna, a lot was
!old, a lot was remembered. The meeting
in the MSU and the visit ro
Novodevichye cemetery was videotaped
by Pavel Bogolubov.

At the end of the day, accompanying
Prof. AMus Salam to the Sheremetievo
airport, hof. Alexander Kurbatov said:
"Professor Salam, you showed by your
visit how a great mbn should behave!"

It was the highest honour for JINR's
and other Russian physicists to see Prof.
AMus Salam in Dubna and in Moscow.
He was really surrounded in Russia by
truly cordial, careful, people who were
expnessing their respect for Prof. AMus
Salam at almost every step.

"It is very rare and an almost unique
occasion !o have Prof. AMus Salam here,
in Dubnb, with us!", said the Direcor of
JINR, hof. V.G. Kadyshevsky.

A lot of people were voluntarily
involved in the organization of the visit.
In particular, the contribution of Prof.
V.V. Burov, the deputy for the
Bogolubov Laboratrory for Theoretical
Physics in JINR, of Prof. G. Kozlov and
Prof. A.T. Fillipov should be
acknowledged among many, many
others.

Completing his visit, Prof. AMus
Salam was invited to visit Dubna the
forthcoming year.

The visit, it
seems !o me, was
really fruitful in
many aspects. Prof.
Abdus Salam
discussed with the
heads of several
Laboraories of the
JINR and in Dubna
the possible ways o
enlarge the
framework for
m u t u a l
c o I l a b o r a t i o n .
Evidently, ttte main
d i s c u s s i o n s
regarded the
administration of
the Bogolubov
Laboratory for
Theoreticdl Physics
which has research
interests related to
rheICi?.

However, I would like to note the
following specific feature of the possible
collaboration of the ICTP with leading
Russian institutions like the JINR.

We know that for the moment ICTP
has a few hundred federation agreements
with plenty of instimrcs all overthe Third
World. The main term of these
agreements is the mutual exchange of
visitors.

However, it is not a top secret that the
visitors who use these federation
agreements generally go only in one
direction — from a collaborating
institute to the ICTP.

The reason for this is very simple -
ICTP can provide a visitor from the
collaborating institute with a relatively
higher level of science and academic life
than in that institute itself. This is also a
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reason why ICTP's resident scientific
staff is not generally in a hurry to
undertake an exchange visit in
accordance with a federation agreement.

Thus, most of federation agreements
serve very formally, I mean, as
unidirectional agreements which
provide one side with more possibilities
than the other side.

Possible collaboration with Russian
institutes like the JINR can provide the
people from the ICTP with a real
oprportunity to have munrally beneficial
exchange visit. Why? Very simply —
leading Russian institutions still have the
highest world research sandards, being
still (in spite of the daunting economical
situation in the former SU) really
competitive in world science.

As a confirmation of this assertion, I
can mention -iwo suggestions for
fellowships for outstanding young
scientists from Tfiird V/orld countries
which came from the Director of the
Frank Laboratory f a Neuton Physics of
JINR, Prof. V.L. Aksenov, and from the
DirecEor of the Institute for Studies on
I{TS, Prof. B.V. Vasiliev. Both these
institutions are among a few Russian
institutions which still maintain world
standards in experimental studies. The
fellowships suggested are thought o be
directed from the ICTP but funded from
Dubna. The first considerations show
that living conditions can be provided for
the fellows which are considerably
higher than the typical living condirions
of a Russian scientist (and of the average
level in Russia) along with highest level
working conditions.

I believe the ICTP should use the
facilities and new oppornrnities given by
leading Russian insinrdons on behalf of
science and technology in the Third
World countries.

It is a great pi ty that we no longer have
with us N.N. Bcigolubov who did all that
possible to help scientists from all
regions of the former SU. Most of tlrese
remole regions declared themselves as
Third World countries, and the JINR was
supporting the researCh in these regions
during the whole of its existence — now
this may become the support by JINR of
Third World countries. Thus, ICTP
should join this process in the former SU,
being the main representative of Third
World science. I

Dirac Medal Award Ceremonv

On 28 luly 1992, hofessc Jeffrey
Goldstone (Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Cambridge, Ma., USA)
received the 1991 Dirac Medal which
had been awarded to him last year. Two
such medals are awarded every year on
the birthday of Professor P.A.M.
Dirrc — 8th Agust.

The ceremony took place in the ldain
Lecore tlall of the ICTP, Trieste, Italy.
hofessor Abdus Salam, Direcor of the
ICTP and Pre.sident of TWAS, presented
the Medal and a cheque of US$5,000 to
Professor J. Goldstone.

Professor Jeffrey Goldstone is
honoured 'for his fundamental
clarification of the phenomenon of
spontaneous symmetry violation in
relativistic qwntum field theory. This
phenomenon has cotne to occupy a
central role in our understanding of
elementary particles, and Goldstone's
work is now afinng the foundations oftlu
standard model of fundamental
interactions. The ensuing massless
bosons, known as Goldstone bosons,
tave found rucial applications also in
utny spontaneous syilttfgtry breaking
processes in condensed muter physics."

Prof. J. Goldstone was born in
Manchester, England in 1933. He

obtained his Ph.D. at Cambridge
University (Trinity Colege) in 1958. He
began his career as a Research Fellow at
Trinity College, Cambridge University,
(1956CI) where he was then appointed
Staff Fellow (1962-82). Between l!)61
and 1976 he was University Lecturer in
the Department of Applied ldathematics
and Theoretical Physics u Camhidge
and in 1976 he became Reader in
Mathematical Physics at the same
University. ln 1977 he joined the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
as Professor of Physics, where he was
then appointed as Director of ttte Center
of Theoretical Physics (1983-89) and in
1983 Cecil and Ida Green Professor of
Physics.

He held the position of Visiting
Professor in many scientific Institutions
in Europe and in the USA. He is Fellow
of the Royal Society (1970), Fellow of
the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences (1977), and Fellow of the
American Physical Society (1987). He
received the Dannie Heinemann Prize of
the American Physical Society (1981)
and the Guthrie Medal of the Instinrte of
Physics, London(1983). He is the author
of many scientific p u b l i c a t i o n s . - t

Professor Jeffrey Goldsonc receivhg the Dirac Medal of 1991 fron Professor Abtlus
Salan, Director, lnterrutional Centre foi Theoretical Physics, and President, WAS, on 2Eth
July I992, in tfu Main lzcture Hall of thc ICTP.
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Pierrc GiUos de Genncs (France), 1991
"for discovering tlat methds developed

fo studying order pletotretu in simple
systenls can be gewalized to npre
conpbx forms of muur, in panicular to
lQuid crysals and polynzrs".
Dates of visits:
1968, June 9-13
1974, Iuly 15-17
1976, Iune 6 -8
1989, October 3l - Novqrber 3.

Thirty-Jive Nobel Laureates
heve visitcd thc ICTP
since 8964."
Thc citations for tta Prizs
and dates af tkeir visits
are given lor jive of them
in this issue.
More wilt be pwblished
in future ICTP newsletters.

PaulAdrien Muricc Dbu (UK), 1933
"for the discovery of rcw and prductive

fwms of atontb tleory".
Dates of visits:
1968,JuneI0-15
1969, August 24 - Septemb* 10
1970, July 25 -August20
1971, July 4-August 4
t972, September 5 - 26
1973, August 13 - Septembo 16
1978, Septetnber 2l - October 8
1979, Jwtc 30-July 13.

>

WiUiail Alttctl Fovbr (USA), 1983
"for his tleoretical and experirrnntal
studies of the nrclear reactbns of
impqtore in tle fontution of thc clemical
ebncnts in the universe".
Date of visit:
1968, Jurc 19-28.

Ilya Prigogine (Belgium), 1977
"for his contributions to rcn-equilibrium
thermodynarnics, particularly thc theory of
dissipative stnrctures".
Due of visit:
1968. June 25-29.

Tsung-dao I*c (USA), 1957
"for perctrating research on thc lauts of
pariry whbh has led to inportant
discoverbs regarding elenetuary
partbles".
Dates of visits:
1968,Jure17-18
1974, Septernber 1I-14.
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New Director for
Nlathematics

Activities at ICTP in Juty/AuEust 1992

Professor James Eells is retiring from
the University of Warwick and as ICTP's
Director of Mathematics this Autumn.
He has been associated with the Centre
for the past 20 years, six of which were as
Founding Director of Mathematics. He
has directed the lvlathematics Group of
the ICTP since 1986 with great
competence and efficiency.

The Director and the Staff of the
ICTP express their appreciation and
gratitude for all the outstanding services
rendered t<i the Centre and, in particular,
to the mathematicians from the
developing counfies. They wish him a
pleasant retirement in Cambridge.

Professor M.S. Narasimhan (Tata
Institute of Fundamental Research,
Bombay, India), an Associate Staff
Member at the Inlernational Cenre for
Theoretical Physics, has been appointed
as new Director for Mathematics. at
ICTP.

He was born on June 7,1932, in India.
He joined rhe Tata Institute of
Fundamental Research (TIFR) in 1953 as
a research student and did his thesis
under the supervision of Prof. K.
Chendrasckharan. His post-doctoral
work was carried out in Paris for a two-
year period with Professor Laurent
Schwartz. He has been associated with
the Tata Instimte in various capacities:
Professor 1965-1975; Senior hofessor
1975-1990; Professor of Eminence since
1990. He was also Chairman of the
National Board for Higher Marhemarics,
Governmenrof lndia, from 1983 o 1987.
He was a member of the Executive
Committee of the International
ldathematical Union (tMU) and is, at
present, Chairman of the Commission
for Developmenr and Exchange (CDE)
of IMU.

In 1987, he received the TWAS
Mathematics Award "for his
fundarnental contributions to
mcthematics in tlrc areas of algebraic
geometry, differential geometry,
representation theory of semi-simple
groups and partial differential
equations" , •

T i t l e : SUUURN SCSOOR, ON HRGH

ENERGv puysrcs AND cosMolocy, 15
June- 3l July.

Organizers: Professors E. Gava
(University of Trieste, Iraly), K.S. Narain
(ICTP), S. Randjbar-Daemi (ICTP), E.
Sezgin (Texas A&M University, College
Station, USA) and Q. Shan (University
of Delaware, Newark, USA).

Lectures: Conformal field theories
and quantum groups. The n-loop string
amplitude: explicit formulas and
treatment of the odd spin structures.
Liouville theory and matrix models.
BRST analysis of 2-gravity. 2-d gravity
and ?-d string theuy. Topological field
theory. W-gravity and strings.
Deformation of conformal field theories
and integrable models. Topological field
theories and integrable models, l-d
string via matrix models. Induced gauge
theory at large N. Geometry of
supersymmetric vacua. Integrable
models and quantum groups. 2-d gravity
and non-critical string theory. Mfuror
symmetries in string theory. Introduction
to the electroweak model. Introduction to
supersymmetry. Introduction to
functional methods, gauge theories and
quantization. Global symmetries, chiral
Lagrangians and perturbation theory.
Introduction to renormalization theory
and QCD. Unified approach ro Yang-
Mills and Higgs fields. Quark mass
hierarchies from a universal see-s:lw
mechanism. Results from GALLEX.
Grand unification: current status and
future perspective. Precision tests of the
electroweak model. Supersymmetric
standard model; SUSY GUTS. Rare
decays, mixing and CP violation. Non-
perturbative electroweak theory.
Neutrino physics. Baryon and lepton
number violation in the electroweak
model. Review of lattice theories.
Seminar on LEP results. Foundation of
the standard big bang model.
Introduction to large scale structure
(observations); dart matter. Inflationary
scenario; motivation, implications.
Microwave background isotropy;
anisotropy calculations. Introduction !o
topological defecs; monopoles, strings,
textures. Large scale structure after

COBE. Cosmic strings in cosmology.
Observable consequences of cosmic
strings.

Seminars: Heavy quark physics.
Inflation generated gravitons.
Microwave background anisoEopy
measurements. A predictive framework
for fermion masses and mixings. Global
symmetries and wormholes. Models for
neutrino dark matter and the ionisation of
hydrogen in the universe. From
atmospheric to solar neutrino
oscillations.

Workshop o;n superstrings and
related topics, 2-3 luly: Open sring
scaftering. BRST cohomology ring in 2d
gravity coupled to minimal models.
Physical states in c<l strings. Ground
ring at different radii in c= I string theory.
Quantum Drinfeld-Sokolov — a
reduction of the Knizhnik-
Zamolodchikov equation. Black holes
and solitons in string theory. Black holes
in cosmological Einstein-Maxwell
theory. Symmeries of sring effective
action. Exact solutions of four dim. black
holes in string theory. KP-hierarchy and
matrix models. Integrable models
through quantum group truncation.
Landau-Ginzburg vacua and mirror
symmetry. Moduli dependence of
couplings in string theory. Self-duality,
supersymmetry and integrable systems.
A geometrical construction of W-
algebras, The spectrum of W-sning
theories. A new supersymmetric index.
From here tocriticality. On amplitudes in
non-critical N:2 strings. A class of finite
2-dim. sigma models and string vacua.

Report of the Directors (by E.
Gava): The School was divided into two
parts: the first part, from the beginning
till July 3rd, was focused on more formal
aspects of modern theoretical physics,
basically related to string theory,
quantum gravity and integrable syslems.
The last two days were devoted !o a
Workshop, open to contributions of
participans.

The second part was devoted to
phenomenological aspects of high
energy physics and cosmology.

There were altogether 35 lecturers
alrtd 2M participants, almost equally
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distributed between the two parts (some
of ttre selected participans woe allowed,
on the basis of their brckground and
origin, to attend both par6). Concerning
the specrum of the participants, we had,
ogether with the gr€at majority coming
from developing curntries and supported
by ICTP, a significant number of (cost-
free) participants coming from
developed countries (USA and Europe).
I think this is something that we should
try to guarantee even for the future
fteeping the scientific level of the Schml
on high standards), having a two-fold,
positive meaning: first of all, it is an
indicuion of the fact that the Schml
made a gmd name for itself, as far as
choice of topics and lecturers is
concerned. Secondly, in addition to
contributing to making &e afnosphere of
the School more lively, it gives the
possibility of interactions among
participants from advanced and
developihg countries, with obvious
scientific benefit for the larer.

We had three lectures a day, of one
hour and a quarter each, two in the
morning, one in the afternoon. A
discussion session was put at the end of
e r h week.

Both the first and second parts had
introductory lecnres, with the purpose of
providing to the audience somp basic
notions, useful f q a beUer understanding
of the subsequent, more advanced
ma0erial: in the first part, Gava and
Narain lectured on 2D gravity, Bonora
(SISSA)onCFT and quannrm groups. In
the second one, we had lectures on QFT
by Iengo (SISS A); on the standard model
by Senjanovic (ICTP), on
renormalization theory by Landshoff
(Cambridge), on supersymmetry by
Shamir (ICTP).

The main topics developed in the first
part were 2D gravity and 2E sring
theory, by I. Klebanov (hinceton) and
M. Bershadsky (Harvard), integrable
systems by G. Mussardo (SISSA), N.
Warner (S. Cruz), C. Vafa (Harvard),
topological field theory by G. Thompson
(lvlainz), W-gravity by C. Hull (Imperial
College), each of them giving from three
to four lectures. We also had two lectures
by V. Kazakov (ENS) on every new
proposal @y him and A. Migdal) of an
exrctly solvable model of induced QCD
(in 4d) , which has attracted a lot of
interest since then.

As mentioned before, the frst part of

the School ended with a two-days
Workshop, irrcluding 20 ryeaken, half of
which were School participants seleeted
by the Directon.

The second part was articulated along
the following main themes: neutrino
physics By P. Langacker (Phil.),
precision tests of the Standard model by
A. Ali (Desy), chiral perturbation theory
by J. Gasser (Bern), baryon number
violation in the EW theory through non-
perturbative effects by L. Mclerran
(Minnesota) and V. Rubakov (Moscow),
superunificarion by R. Arnowitt (AM)
and J.C. Pati (Maryland). C. Rebbi
(Boston U.) reported on the recent
developmenr in numerical simulations
of lurice gauge theories. The last week
was devoted to cosmological-
astrophysical aspects after COBE data,
with R. Schaefer(Bartol RI), A. S tebbins
(Fermilab). We also had experimenlal
seminars by E. Bellotti on the very recent
GALLEX (G. Sasso) data on solar
neutrinos, R. Batley on LEP results and
C. Lineweaver (I-awrence Berkeley L.)
on micro*ave background anisoropy
measurements, in addition to some
seminars given by participants.

As a general remark about the School,
it should be mentioned that, both in the
first and in the second part, the
asendance was always quite satisfactory,
and acnrally, for the second one, beser
thaninthepastfewyears. Thediscussion
sessions were also quite lively
throughout all the School. Perhaps this
indicates that the careful (and lucky) job
done by the committee which selected
the participants (Gava, F. Hussein,
Narain and Randjbar-Daemi) paid off.

Title: RRSUNCH WONRSHOP RN

CoNDENSED MATTER, ATOMIC AND

MOLECULAR PHYSRCS, 22 June - l l
September.

Organizers: Professors G. Baskaran
(Institute of Mathematical Sciences,
ladras, Irdia), E. Buntein (University
of Pennsylvania, USA), P.N. Burcher
(University of Warwick, UK), H.
Cerdeira (Universidade Estadual de
Campinas, UNICAMP, Campinas,
Brazil, and ICTP), F. Garcia-Moliner
(Instituto de Ciencias de Materiales,
Madrid, Spain), I.M. Khalatnikov
(Landau Institute for Theoretical
Physics, Moscow, Russia, and Max-
Planck Institut fiir Astrophysics,
Garching, Germany), V. Kumar (Indira

Gandhi Centre for Aomic Research,
Kalpakkam, India, and ICTP), A. Levi
(UniversitA di Genova, Gen@, Italy), S.
Lundqvist (Chalmers University of
Technology, G0teborg, Sweden, and
lCTP), Chi Wei lung (Institute of Metal
Research, Academia Sinica, Shenyang,
P.R. China), N.H. tvtarch (University of
Oxford, UK), A. Mookerlr (S.N. Nose
National Centre for Basic Sciences,
Calcuua, India), F.S. Persico (Universiti
di Palermo, Italy), E. Tosatti
(International School for Advanced
Studies, SISSA, Trieste, Italy, and
ICTP), M.P. Tosi (Scuola Normale
Superiore, Pisa, trtaly) and Yu Lu
(Academia Sinica, Beijing, PR. Chilra
and ICTP).

In cooperation with the Internatioml
Centre for Science and High Technology
(ICS, Trieste, Italy).

Plenary S e n i n a r s : Kondo
insulators. What we do and do not
understand in heavy fermion physics.
High-T" ransport propertias: what is and
what is not anomalous. Scaling in non-
equilibrium nonlinear equilibrium
nonlinear systems: where are the
fractals? Dynamic roughening of
surfaces and interfaces. Eartlquakes as
self-organized critical phenomena."
Isoscalar surfaces in turbulence frac[al?
Collective phenomena. Vortices in
layered superconductors. Uncertainty
principle for non-Hermitian operators,
Bose superfluidity and order paranleter
in Fractional Quantum llall effect. Ilall
effect above T" in superconducbrs. The
micron superlattice of ferroelectrics.
Work function and surfdce energy of
metals. Density functional cakuluions
of electron-phonons in High T"

superconductors. Quasicrystals.
Rydberg atoms in temporally periodic
fields. Evaporation-deposition
processes: jamming and generalised
quantum Heisenberg models. Chaotic
systems: counting the number of poriods.
Hubbard model: an augmented sprce
formalism. Theoretical description of
dynamic charge transfer processes at
surfaces.

Group Meetings: Classical and
quantum liquids. Semiconductors.
Atomic physics.

I{orking Group Activities:
Liquids - Electron Gas:

Concentration fluctuations in liquid
metal alloys. The concept of stabilized
jellium and its application o planar and
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curved surfaces. FluCtuating - dipole
interrctions homogeneous electron gas.
Gradient expansions for kinetic energy
density functional in various dimensions.
Plasmon damping in 3D jellium. Local
field factor for 2D electrons from
Quantum Monte Carlo. Computer
simulation of critical phenomena in
fluids. Charged hard spheres: story so
far. Gradient expansions for kinetic
energy density functional in various
dimensions. Ab-initio MD study of LLj
S ! liquid alloy. Effective interacrions
between concentration fluctuations and
charge transfer in chemically ordering
liquid atloys.

Semiconductors.' Accep0or related
photoluminescence spectra of GaAs-
(Ga,Al)As quantum wells and wires.
Envelope function calculations for
semiconductor superla[ices. Electrical,
thermal and thermoelecric transport in
quantum point contacts.
Electromagnetic absorption of finite
systems and the crossover to the
mrcroscopic behaviour. Phonon spectra
in low dimensional semiconductor
systems. Green's functions (Kjeldysh) in
the sudy of resonant tunneling. On the
magnetic-field dependence of the
electronic charge density in
semiconductor heterojunctions.
Negative-donor centers (D') in twb
dimensions. ElecEonic stat€s in GaAs/
AlGaAs quantum wells wirh periodically
structured interfaces. Confinement of
acoustical modes due to electron-phonon
interaction within 2D electron gas.
Optical stark effect of the exciton in
quantum wells. Exact solutions of the
restricted Harree-Fock equations for
arbitrary p/q filling factors. Spin
relaxation of 2 D-electrons in
semiconductors. Quantum-interference
resonant photocurrent in

semiconduclors. Electronic structure of
III-V semiconductor oxides. Rigorous
approach to the construction of
pseudopotential for molecular clusters.
Electric-field effecr on spatially
depen&nt screening of impurity states in
quantum wells.

Defects or Mecltanical Properties:
The defect studies in condensed matter
physics. Dislocation contrast by
transmission electron microscopy
(T.E.M.) — Burgers vector
characterization. Ar-ion plasma
generation of point defecs in Si. The
preparation of nanocrystal line materials.

The structure and properties of
nanocrystalline materials. Ulradiffusion
on the fracAl branching Koch curves.
Multi-range and multi-scaling fractals in
fractures. High resolution electron
microscopy studies on quasicrystals in
quenched Fe-Nb alloy interfaces of
semiconductor and elecfolyt€. Positron
lifetime of defects in crystallization of
FerrSirB,, amorphors alloy.

Strongly Conelated Systems.' Some
remarks on fermion-based and boson-
based anyons. Induced fractional
vacuum charge and the Aharonov-Bohn
effecr Analytical methods in rhe study of
quasi-two dimensional quantum
antiferromagnets.

General: Dynamical properties of
quasicrystals. A two dimensional model
of localized modes for (CH)x. Hall
Anomaly: Does it pnovide any clue to $ e
mechanism of high ,1. super-
conductivity?

Working Party on "States of mttter at
high magneric fields" ,20-24 July:

Lectures: Current density functional
theory I: formalism. Quannrm melting in
2D electron gas and flux lattice melting.
Superconductivity in high magnetic
fields. Edge states in the quantum Hall
effect Cunent density functional ttreory
II: Local density approximations.
Vortices in superconduciors. Quantum
transport, defect waves and flux creep.
Current density functional theory III:
Applications. Re-entrant melting
transition in 2D electron gas in strong
magnetic field. Relativistic density
functional theory: reduction of a many-
body electron problem to a one-electron
Dirac equation. Photoluminescence in
qwrntum Hall systems.

Seminars: Phonons in the, 2D
Wigner crystal from density furrctional
theory. Effect of exchange and
correlation on the Fermi momenta of a
3D electron gas in magnetic field.
Anderson confinement of Edge .states.
Dielectric susceptibility of a two
dimensional electron gas in magnetic
fields beyond RPA.

Working Party on "Noises in
mesoscopic systems", 27 July - 7 August:

Lectures: Main ideas of mesoscopic
physics. Noises: main mechanisms.
Superconductivity and Coulomb
blockade. Tunneling junctions.

Seminars: Resonant magneto-

tunneling in a double-banier stnrcture.
Thermoelectricity and thermo-
conductivity in quanurm wires. A model
study of disordered mesoscopic rings in
magnetic field. Co-tunneling and noises
in tunneling junction systems.
Magnetoconductance fluctuation of
mesoscopic rings by tight-binding
approach. Resonant scattering by
impurities with carelated electrons. The
impurities in A1 8 6 semicondrrctors.

Round Table Discussion: Noisy
level of rpises in mesoscopic systems.

Working Party on: "Disordered
albys" , 24 Augttst- 4 September:

Lectures: LMTO-CPA ofl rardom
alloys. lvlagnetism and ordering in alloys
KKR on random alloys. The M6bius
transformation. Tlhe Biinicker-Landauer
characteristic barrier interaction terms
for l-D random layered structures.
Elecnonic strucure of isolated defece
on crystalline surfaces.

Informatics Laboratory: Working
with computer codes.

Technical Sessions: Recursion.
Augmented space.

Working Parry on: "Ene-rgy transfer
in interactions with surfaces and
adsorbatqs", 3I August -1I September:

Lectures: Phonons at surfaces and
their excitation by external probes.
Electronic response of surfaces and
adsorbates. Inelastic effects in the
electronic spectra of adsorbates.
Quanum versus semiclassical regimes
of sticking. Vibrational lineshapes of
adsorbates. HREELS and ARUPS from
physisorbed molecules. The role of
adsorbate degrees of freedom in sticking.
Inelastic effects in ESD and PSD from
surfaces. Rhodium structure and phonon
spectra. Charge exchange in particle
scattering from surfaces. Light ion
scattering from surfaces. Surface
plasmons and electron microscopy.
Inelastic effects in EELS of metal
surfaces. Bortolani-Mills paradox in
helium atom scattering. Inelastic He
atom scattering (HAS) from surfaces.
Anharmonic effects in surface phonons.
Debye-Waller fac[or. in atom-surface
scacering. Mulriphonon excitations in
HAS from surfaces.

The Workshop was attended by 357
lecturers and participants (235 from
developing countries).
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Title: MRMWOMSNOP ON NON-
LINEARITY: DYNAMICS AND ST,'RFACES IN

NoNLTNEAR prrrsrcs, 1 3 - 2 4 July.
Organizing Committee: Professors

S. Lundqvist (Chairperson; Chalmers
University of Technology, G0teborg,
Sweden, and ICTP), H. Cerdeira (Co
chairyerson; Univenidade Estadual de
Campinas, UNICAMP, Campinas,
Brazil, and ICTP), E. Tosatti
(International School for Advanced
Studies, SISSA, Trieste, Italy, and
ICTP), M. Tosi (Univenity of Trieste
and Scuola Normale Superiore, Pisa,
Italy) and Yu Lu (Academia Sinica,
Beijing, P.R'. China and ICTP).

Course Directors: Professon T.
Bohr (University of Copenhagen,
Denmart), H.A. Cer&ira (UNICAMP,
Brazil, and ICTP), M.H. Jensen (Nordisk
Institut for Teoretisk Atomfysik,
NORDITA, Copenhagen, Denmark) and
I. Procaccia (The Weizmann Institute of
Sciences, Rehovot, Israel).

In co-sponsorship with NORDITA
and NORFA (Nordic Academy for
Training of Researchen, Oslo,Norway).

Lectures: Various aspects of
experimen8 in thermal turbulence. The
wrinkled geometry of turbulence.
Dynamic scaling of growing surfaces
and interfaces: comparison with
experiments. Theoretical aspects of
interface growth problem. Role of
wrinkbd surfaces on quannrm gravity.
Surfaces in turbulence. Static wrinkling.

From 21 to Z July, the participanrs in
the Miniworkshop acended the lectures
of the Adriatico Research Conference on
wrinkling of surfaces in nonlinear
systems.

The Miniworkshop was attended by
42 lecuren and participants (20 from
developing countries).

Title: AORULRRCO RUSSLNCH

CONRM,MTCE ON WRINKLING OF SURFACES IN

NoNUNEAR sysrEMs, 2 L - A . Iuly.

Organizing Committee: Professors
S. Lundqvist (Chairperson; Chalmers
University of Technology, G0teborg,
Swe&n, and ICTP), H. Cerdeira (Co-
chairperson; Univenidade Estadual de
Campinas, UNICAMP, Campinas,
Brazil, add ICTP), E. Tosatti
(International School for Advanced
Studies, SISSA, Trieste, Italy, and
ICTP), M. Tosi (Univenity of Trieste
and Scuola Normale Superiore, Pisa,

Italy) and Yu Lu (Academia Sinica,
Beijing, PR. China, and ICTP).

Course Directors: Professors T.
Bohr (University of Copenhagen,
Denmark), H.A. Cerdeira ({.INICAMP,
Brazil, and ICTP), M.H. Jensen (Nordisk
Institut for Teoretisk Atomfysik,
NORDITA, Copenhagen, Denmark) and
I. Procaccia (The Weizmann Institute of
Sciences, Rehovot, Israel).

In cgsponsonhip with NORDITA,
NORFA (Nordic Academy for Training
of Researchers, Oslo, Norway) and
SISSA.

Lectures: Experiments in 2-d
turbulence. Scalar interfaces and scalar
dissipation in nrbulent j es . Time series,
wrinkled surfaces and singularities in
turbulent flows. Geometric statistics and
turbulence. Scaling behaviour of one-
and two-dimensional measurements of
turbulence. Convective patterns on
liquid-liquid interface in a binary
mixture. Wrinkling transition in
polymerized membranes. The growth of
rough surfaces in the presence of
quenched multiplicative noise.
Statistical mechanics of randomly
charged polymers. Interfrce dynamics in
imbibition. Scale invariant fluctuations
and the maximum complexity principle.
Tte butterfly effect and predicability in
turbulence. Intermittency in Fourier-
Weierstrass analysis of high Re
turbulence. An analytic solution to
intermittency corrections in the shell
model. Understanding glassy directed
polymers through s8ochastic surface
dynamics. Fluid displacement in porous
media. Surface roughening in flame
propagation and crystal growth: KIZ and
KS models in d-dimensions. Radial
growth and the tip-splitting instabiliry.
Electrochemical growth. Phase
transitions of interfaces in driven
diffusive systems.

The Conference was attended by 59
lecturers and participants (25 from
developing countries).

Title: AONR.LUCO RESRENCS

COXRSNRNCR ON SYNERCETICS RN

CoNDENSED MATTER, 4 - 7 August.

Organizing Committee: Professms
S. Lundqvist (Chairperson; Chalmers
University of Technology, G0teborg,
Sweden, and ICTP), H. Cerdeira (Co-
chairperson; Universidade Estadual de
Campinas, UNICAMP, Campinas,

Brazil, and ICTP), E. Tosatti
(International School for Advanced
Studies, SISSA, Trieste, Italy, and
ICTP), M. Tosi (University of Trieste
and Scuola Nornrale Superiore, Pisa,
Italy) and Yu Lu (Academia Sinica,
Beijing, PR. China and ICTP).

Course Directors: Professors G.
Denardo (ICTP), H.P.J. Haken
(Universitlt Stuttgart, Germany) and
S.O. Lundqvist (Chalmers Univenity of
Technology, Gdteborg, Sweden, and
rcTP).

In co-sponsorship with the
Commission of the European
Communities, Fondazione IBM Italia
and SISSA.

Lectures: Non-equilibrium phase
transition in semiconductors. Self-
organized spatio-temporal pattern
formation in semiconductors.
Dissipative structure formation in the
electric breakdown of solids.
Synergetics: from pauern formation to
pattern recognition. Pattem formation
and routes to chaos in the Tay lor{oue tte
experimenL Hydrodynamic instabilities
in rotating systems. Interaction of
perturbations and patterns in
convectively unstable patt€rn forming
systenns. Two-dimensional models for
three-dimensional convection

instability. Spatio-temporal patterns in
reaction-diffusion systems. Solitary
waves and solions in non-equilibrium
media. Some aspects of the transition o
space-time chaos and turbulence in
convection. Pattern formation in rotating
Benard convection. Stochastic
resonance: energy transfer from
microscopic freedom to a coherent
macroscopic freedom. Unbiased
estimation of forces causing observed
processes. Time-dependent Hamiltonian
dynamics into the maximum entropy
principle context. Hamiltonian dynamics
in planerary-type fluid flows.

Ttp Conference was attended by 27
lecturers and participants ( l l from
developing countries).

Title: MINIWORKSHOP ON METHODS OF

ELECTROMC STRUCTURE CALCULATIONS,

l0 - 2l August
Organizers: Professors O.K.

Andersen (Max-Planck-Institut fiir
FestkOrperforschung, Stuttgart,
Germany) and V. Kumar (Indira Gandhi
Centre for Atomic Research,
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Kalpakkam, India, and ICTP), with the
co-sponsorship of the International
Cenre fu Scierrce and High Technology
QCS, Trieste, Iraly).

Lectures: Density furrctional theory.
Linear combination of muffin-tin
orbials (LlvITO) and the periodic able.
Solving elecEonic structure problems
with the recursion method. Tight binding
LMTO. Pseudopotentials. Augmented
space formalism for disordered systems.
First principles investigation of epitaxial
interfaces using LMTO-supercell
approach. Density functional theory
beyond LDA. Density functional
molecular dynamics. Interatomic
inleractions in the effective medium
theory. PAW: an all-electron technique
for first principles molecular dynamics.
Band structure calculations for
incommensurate spiral magnetic
structures. Towards very large scale
electronic structure calculations.
Energies of oxygen vacancies in MgO.
Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics with
the Vanderbilt pseudopotentials. First
principles calculations of self-diffusion
c<xutants in silicon. Density functional
perturbation theory. Atomic and
electronic struchre of clusters from Car-
Farrinello method. Calculated phonon
dispersions of Nb using linear response
method.

Computer exercises: Computer
codes.

Informal discussions: Pseudo-
potentials. Car-Parrinello method. Large
scale electronic struc0re calculations.
Density functional theory.

The Miniworkshop \pas attended by
69 lecnrers and participants (43 from
developing counries).

Report of the Directors: The
Miniworkshop focussed on some of the
important developments in the area of the
electronic structure calculations in
cordensed matter. These included the
density functional theory, linear
combination of muffin tin orbitals
(LMTO), effective medium theory,
recursion method, pseudopotentials and
the ab-initio molecular dynamics
techniques and their application to some
physical problems. As it is now
becoming possible to perform some of
the above mentioned state-of-the-art
calculations even on personal computers,
which are becoming increasingly

accessible !o scientists in developing
countries, this Miniworkshop providgd
them an oppornrnity to not only learn the
development but also to get a hand-on
experience on some of the best compu0er
codes. We installed LMTO (Slcriver),
tight binding LMTO (Andersen),
recursion library Q{aydock) and LMTO-
recursron (Vargas-Mokerjee)
programmes on ICTP computers.
Participants could carry home these
Fogrammes and a few even used the
programmes to work on their own
problems. This aspect was appreciated
very much by the participants and it is
suggested that a library of these
programmes be maintained for fuhre use
bytheICTPvisitors. A demonstration of
molecular dynamics using the effective
medium theory was also made by
Professor Jacobsen.

Seventy-one participants from 30
countries specifically participated in this
activity. Ten participants were cost-free
and most of the participants from East
European countries came with their own
travel grant. Some participants
continued their stay to attend the
Working Party on disordered alloys.

Some participants complained about
the computer facilities at tlre ICTP as
computer power even compiuable to
COTIVEX is now becoming available on
workstations. An upgrading of tlrese
facilities is snongly recommended.

In summary, this Miniworkshop has
been very successful and it would be
useful to organize a follow-up activity in
this field for 1994.

Title: WONXSNOP ON RROPRCAL
CLIMATE VARIABILITY AND REGIONAL

IMPACRS, 17-21 August.
Organizers: Professors G. Furlan

(University of Trieste and ICTP), V.
Krishnamurthy (International Institute
for Earth, Environmental and Marine
Sciences and Technologies, IIEM,
Trieste, Italy), R. Legnani (Istituto per lo
studio delle metodologie geofisiche
ambientali-CNR, Modena, Ialy), A.D.
Moura (Instituto de Pesquisas Espaciais,
INPe, Stro Josd dos Campos, Brazil, and
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, Silver Spring, USA) and
J. Shukla (University of Maryland,
College Park, USA).

Lectures: Climate and global change
research at IIEM. International Research
Institute for Climate Prediction. Climate

prediction and economical development
in tropical countries. Australian
operational seasonal fcecasting services
and supporting research. Changing
climate and global change: United States
and international perspectives. Effects of
30/60 day oscillation over ropical South
America. Tropical forests and climate.
Interannual variability of rainfall in the
South American Altiplano and
associated mechanisms. Climate
monitoring in Ndrtheast Brazil.
Variability and long-range forecasting of
Indian summer monsoon rainfall.
Changing predictability of Indian
monsoon rainfall anomalies. Seasonal
predictability experiments with the
ECMWF model. Predictability of
seasonal averages. Causes, mechanisms
and predictability of seasonal rainfall
variability in subSaharan North Africa
Modelling of long-term climate
variability. Mechanisms of variability
and predictability of the ropical @ean-
aunosphere system. Is tropical climate
moe predictable? Tropical -exra ropical
interactions and their relevance for
tropical predictability. East Asian
monsoon variability and relationships
with tropical sea surface lemperature.
GCM simulated sensitivity of Indian
summer monsoon to Eurasian snow
cover. Principal modes of atmospheric
circulation anomalies associated with
glohl angular momenhrm fluctuations.
Sensitivity of numerical predictions in
subtropical South America to initial
conditions and model resolution.The
influence on cloud cove{ on ropical
Atlantic sea surface temperature
simulations. Seasonal and interannual
signals of SSTand thermal profiles in tlre
tropical Atlantic given by an OGCM.
Monsoon and the ENSO.

Round-table Discussion on ENSO
application centers.

The was attended by 37 lectrrers and
participants (20 from developing
countries).

Title: AONR.LRRCO RNSR.LNCG

CONNRNNXCG ON HYDROCEN ATOMS IN

nrrbNsr ErJcrr.oMAcNETrc FrELDs, 18 - 2 l

August.
Organizing Committee: Professas

S. Lundqvist (Chairperson; Chalmers
University of Technology, G0teborg,
Sweden, and ICTP), H. Cerdeira (Co-
chairperson; Universidade Estadual de
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• • •
Workslrop on tropical climate variability and regiotal impacts, 17 - 21 August.

Campinas, UNICAMP, Campinas,
Brazil, and ICTP), E. Tosatti
(International School for Advanced
Studies, SISSA, Trieste, Italy, and
ICTP), M. Tosi (University of Trieste
and Scuola Normale Superiore, Pisa,
Italy) and Yu Lu (Academia Sinica,
Beijing, PR. China, and ICTP).

Course Directors: Professors L.
Armstrong Jr. (Johns Hopkins
University, Baltimore, USA) and N.K.
Rahman (International Cenre for iure
and Applied Chemistry, IIC, Trieste,
Italy).

In co-sponsorship with Fondazione
IBM ltalia and SISSA.

Lectures: Atoms and electrons in
strong laser fields: what have we learned
since 1980? Atomic and molecular
stabilization in intense laser fields.
Radiate (QED) processes for hydrogen
atoms in intense electromagnetic fields.
Srong-field ionization, stabilization and
atomic-state effects. Keldysh-like
approximations for multi photon
ionization: when are they valid?
Interference stabilizuion of population
at Rydberg levels of the hydrogen atom
in a strong ionizing laser field. Classical
scaling of nonclassical stability in

microwave ionization of hydrogen atoms
and its destruction by addirive noise.
Stability and chaos for Rydberg a[oms in
str_ong electromagnetic fields. Classical
and quantal effects of high-frequency
fields on excited hydrogen. The trapping
of populatiog in Rydberg atom
wavepackets. Classical theory of intense
field stabilization. Dissociation
dynamics of hydrogen molecule.
Adiabatic stabilization. Role of classical
struchres in intense-field stabilization.
Calculation of the photoelectron energy
spectrum for multiphoton ionization of
hydrogen. Stabilization of atoms in
ultraintense laser pulses: a classical

.approach. Decay and formation of
hydrogen aom in intense laser fields. An
appoach to above-tkeshold ionization
in two electromagnetic fields.
Comparisons of multiphoton ionization
by circularly polarized light in the non-
relativistic and relativistic regimes.
Target dressing and polarization effects
in laser assisted X-ray phooionization.
Photoionization of hydrogen using the
stong field approximation: calculation
of ion yield for a time dependent laser
pulse. Transient stabilization: creation of
an antiwave packet. The role of Rydberg

states as resonant intermediatss in sub-
picosecond MPI. Hydrogen atoms in
intense short laser pulses. Bichromatic
photoionization in intense fields.

Round Tabbs: H-. Stabilization.

The Conference was attended by 53
lecturers and participants (25 from
developing countries).

Title: SUULCN COUNSS ON LOW-
D I M E N S I O N A L QUANTUM FIELD THEORY FOR

coNDENsED MATTER P H Y s r c l s r s , 2 4

August - 4 September.
Organizers: Professors S. Lundqvist

(Chalmers University of Technology,
G0teborg, Sweden, and ICTP), G.
Morandi (Univenity of Botogn4 Ialy)
and Yu Lu (Academia Sinica Beijing,
P.R. China, and ICTP).

In co-operation with the lnternational
Centre for Science and High Technology
(ICS, Trieste, Italy).

Lectures: Some geometry and
topology. Exactly soluble models. Field
theory methods in condensed mattec
fermions: bosons; fermionsmeet bosons;
application o pure Ising models; random
Ising model. Chern-Simons field tlrcory
and the QHE. Gauge symmetries,
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topology and quantization. Anyons and
anyon superconductivity: introduction !o
anyons; RPA foranyurs; self-consistent
Hartree approximuion for anyons; self-
consistent }lartee-Fock approximation
for anyons. Methods of conformal field
theory in condensed matter physics.
Gauge field approrch o magnetism and
superconductivity. Fermion field theory
appoach !o the FQHE.

The Course was attended by 132
lecturers and participants (76 from
developing counries).

Title: APVANCED WOMSUOP OX
ARITHMETIC ALGEBRAIc c r o u r r n y , 3 1

August- l l September.
Organizers: Professors A.H. Assadi

(University of Wisconsin, USA) U.
Jannsen (Universitfit zu KOln, Germany)
and N. Schapprcher (Universitd Louis
Pasteur, Strasbourg, Fralrce).

Lectures: Arakelov theory — the
basic ideas. Algebraic geometry.
Complex geometry. Algebraic number
theory. Schemes and sheaves: review of
the first AG-courses. Topological theory
of charrcteristic classes; an alternative

appoach !o the one used in ttre TDG
course. Riemann surfrces; complex (and
complex algebraic) geometry in
dimension 1. Cohomology theories.
Topology and differential geometry.
Examples of explicit calculations in
algebraic number theory. Kthler
manifolds; complex geometry, Hodge
ft*ry, and metrics. Intersection theory
on algebraic surfaces. Chern-Weil
theory. Algebraic surfaces andMadell's
conjecture over function fields.
Algebraic curves and their Jacobians.
Classical algebraic number theory.
Arithmetic of elliptic curves. Derived
categories. Arakelov_ theory and
applications. Rank of elliptic curves,
N6ron height and intersection number,
with computer applications. Elliptic
complexes and differential operators.
Green's functions. Counting points on
elliptic curves over finite fields.
Grothendieck-Riemann
Geometric invariant theory (G.I.T.).
Fibred surfaces. Abelian varieties. Abel-
Jacobi theorem. Abelian varieties over C
and theta-di visors. Green's functions via
theta-functions. Arithmetic curves;
algebraic number theory interpreted in

Arakelov's way. Jacobian and Picard
variety. Applications of G.I.T. to curves
and Abelian varieties. Arakelov theory
and applications (2): ampleness.
Analytic theory of Teichmiiller space.
Vector bundles on curves (d'aprls
Faltings). Periods of algebraic surves,
the arithmetic-geometric mean, and
generalizations.

Round Table: lvlathemuics in the
Third World.

The Workshq was auended by l34
lecturers and participants (82 from
developing countries).

Title: CORUCE ON MEDTCAL PR{YSR(S:

IMAGTNc AND RADIATIoN p n o r s c u o N , 3 1

August - 18 $eptember.
Organizers: Professors A.M. Benini

(Intemational Atomic Energy Agency,
IAEA, Vienna, Austria), R. Cesareo
(Universith"La Sapienza', Rome, Italy),
J. Chela-Flores (ICTP), H.A. Farach
(University of South Carolina,
Columbia, USA) and S. Mascarenhas
(Universidade de Stro Paulo, Slo Carlos,
Brazil).

Lectures: The programme of the

Advatred Worksltop on aritlvnetic algebraic geonctry, 3I August - II Septertber.
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Commission of the European
Communities (CEC). The IAEA
prcgramme. The approrch of CEC to
radiation protection and image quality in
diagnostic radiology. Radiation
detectors and electronics. Radiation
protection principles and practice (with
video presentation). Interaction of
radiation with matter. Principles of ESR.
Physics of radiological imaging.
Principles of X-ray tomography.
Fundamentals of radiation dosimetry.
Dosimetric techniques and
instrumentation. Medical radiation
exposure. Uses and applications of X-ray
tubes. Dosimetric instrumentation and
TLDS. Radiation detectors and related
electronics. Personnel dosimetry.
Mini tom ographic unit. Quantitative
analysis of diagnostic imaging. Qudity
conrol measurements in diagnostic
radiology. Tests on radiological
equipment; LEEDS Test, grid
charac0eristics. Minimum requiiements
of quality control programmes in
developing countries. ESR dosimetry.

Qulity control measurements in CT
units. Physical principles of ulrasound
diagnostic equipment. Quality connol of
ultrasound equipmenr Introduction to
NMR qpecroscopy. Iow exposure risk
or not. Principles of reconstruction
methods. Principles of NMR. Clinical
results of NMR. Physical prirciples of
biomagnetism. Radiation protection and
quality assurance in diagnostic
radiology. ldaintenance problems in X-
ray diagnostic eqrdpment. lnroduction
to patient dose reduction in diagnostic
radiology. Overview of radiological
accidents. Planning of radiological
departments. Organization of radiation
protection in hospitals. The application
of the Monte Carlo metM in medicine.
Screen characteristics in diagnostic
radiology. Nuclear medicine equipment.
Radiation protection and quality
assurance in nuclear medicine.
Occupational exposure. The programme
of WHO. Adequate radiological
equipment for developing countries.
Quality control in mammography. Image

qulity oiteria stanrs of the CEC proirt.
New ICRPs recommendations. The
Intemational Chernobyl Project.

Prectical Sessions: Radiation
detectors and related electronics.
Minitomographic unit. Uses and
applications of X-ray tubes. Dosimeric
instrumentation and TLDS. NMR
spectrometry. software for image
reconstruction. Use of Matrox Card.
Radiation prot€ction and quality control
of X-ray equipment. Testing of
ulrasound equipment and visit to the
Hospital.

Projection of films on radiation
protection with discussion.

Round Table Discussion: The
situation of medical physics in
developing countries and presentationS
by participants.

Working Sessions: Image quality
criteria. Patient dose reduction.

The College was attended by 84
lecturers and participants (60 from
developing countries). - a

College on medbal physbs: itnaging atd radiation protection, 3l Augus - I8 September.
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Calendar of Aetivities at ICTP

1992
Workshop on commutative algebra „„«„ -.M—™™.™..—..™...™.,™... - „..—..„— 1 4 - 2 5 September

Fourth International Conference on applications of physics in medicine and biology:

advanced detectors for medical imaging , w m H H W . . w n r . m » w n M H . „_ 21 - 25 September

WMO Workshop on limited area modelling „ „ „ „ 28 September - 2 October

College on methods and experimental techniques in b i o p h y s i c s . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2t September - Zi October

Second College on microprocessor-bas€d real-time control — Principles and applicatbns in physics 5 - A) Octobcr

Second Trieste Conference on recent developments in the phenomenology of particle physics ....19 - 23 October

Conference on chemical evolution and the origin of life _ _ 2 6 - 3 0 October

School on physical methods for the study of the upper and lower atmosphere system 25 October - 6 November

Second Autumn Workshop on mathematical ecology «..» - 2 - 2 0 November

\torkshop on three-dimensional modelling of seismic wayes generation,

propagation and their inversion „ „ _ _ 30 November - 11 December

1993
Sixth International \ilorkshop on computational condensed matter physics ...-»*. 11 - 1 3 January

Experimental Workshop on high temperature superconductors and related materials

(advanced activities), San Carlos de Bariloche, Argentina _ .,......;•..............„.... 11 - 29 January

Fourth Tiaining College on physics and technology of lasers and optical fibres.. 18 January-5 February

Second Workshop on functional-analytic methods in complex analysis

and applications to partial differential equations „ „ „ „, 25 - 29 January

Third ICTP-URSI Cotlege on theoretical and experimental radiopropagation phys ics 1 - 2 , 5 1 - 2 6 February

Winter college on optics ..„ „ _ 8 - 26 February

I{orkshop on scientifrc aspects of the rural communications in developing countries.............. . . . 1 . . . . . . . r . - 5 March

Adriatico Research Conference on quantum interferometry „ „ 2 - 5 March

Conference on "Highlights of particle and condensed matter physics" „ „ „ 8 - 12 March

Workshop on representation theory of Lie groups „ 15 March - 2 April

Spring School and Workshop on superstrings „ „.„ „ 1 9 - 3 0 April

Meeting on "Intracelluiar channels, organelles and cell function" * 21 - 23 April

Sixth Workshop on perspectives in nuclear physics at intermediate energies - - 3 - 7 May

Workshop on qualitative aspects and applications of nonlinear evolution equations _ ...... 3 - 1 4 May

School on ocean-atmosphere interactions in the Tropics - „ „...„ „...• «... 1 0 - 2 8 May

College on computational physics ., _ „ ..17 May- II June
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Spring College on p h s i n physics. s17May-1lJune

Summer School in high energy physics ... . 14 June - 13 August

including

Third School OD non-accelerator particle astrophysics .•••.•.•••••••••••• . „ . . . 28 June - 1 0 July

Miniworkshop OD strongly correlated electron systems ,.... ••••... « 21 June - 9 July

Research Workshop in condensed matter, atomic and molecular physits 2l June - 3 Scptember

Adriatico Research Conference on scattering from surfaces w . — . — 6 - 9 July

Miniworkshop on the liquid state of matter: opportunities from new radiation sourc€s 1 9 - 30 July

Miniworkshop on Don-linearity: chaos in mesoscopic systems -...~.—....~.~...™...~.. „...„..«.„«__ ...-.2* July - 6 August

Adriatico Research Conference on mesuicopic systems and chaog a novel approach .....3 - 5 3 - 6 August

Conference on variational problems in differential geomeCry and partial differential equations ,..•••••••. 1 6 - 2 0 August

Adriatico Rescarch Conference on vortex fluctuations in high T. superconductorsl7- „..,.....„.._.....„ - 2 0 August

Working Party on mechanical properties of interfaces „ . 23 August - 3 September

TYorkshop on materials science and physics of non-con ventional energy sources . .30 August - 17 September

Course on geometric phases «..««_«_«»«.__„_..___..„„.„ „„. ............. 6 - 1 7 September

College on soil physics „. „ „ «_.6 - 24 September

Secpnd Workshop on composite media and homogenization . . . 2 0 September - 1 October

Workshop on telematics., „ „ „ ,...27 September - 22 October

Workshop on radioecolog5r: mechanisms of transfer of rad ion ucl ides to the environment-.................. ....11 - 29 October

Conference on the origin of life „„ 2 5 - 2 9 October

Second School on the use of synchrotron radiation in science and technology:

"John Fuggle Memorial" „ „ „ _ 25 October - 19 November

Trieste Conference in high energy physics „ -„.......„...„ „ . .„ „ «_.8 - 12 November

Second Workshop on non-linear dynamics and earthquake prediction 8 - 26 November

Workshop on VLSI technology „ „ „ 22 November - 3 December

For inf,onnatbn and applications to courses, kindly write to the Scientific Prograrnme Office.

International Centre for Theoretical Physics
of IAEA s d LJNESCO
Srada Costiera II
P.O. Box 586
34014 Trieste
Itdy

TelePhone: (40) ZU'OI
Cable CENTRATOM
Telex: 460392 ICTP I
Telefax: (40\ 224163

E-mail POSTOFFICE@ICTP.TRIESTE.IT
Bitnet POSTOFF@ ITS ICTP

Decnec YXCP1::POSTOFFICE
or38436::POSTOFFICE
PPSDN: 02222110125

EDITORIAL NOTE - News from ICTP is not an official document of the International Centre for Theqetical Physics. Its purpose is to keep
scientists informed on past and fuhre activities at the Centre and initiatives in their home countries. Suggestions and criticisms should be addressed
to Dr. M. Frooque, Scientific lnformation Offrcer.
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